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AFTER SEX WHAT NEXT.
It's possible for any man to ask for sex in a relationship, but is left for you as a lady to know
that sex, can't keep him..(Sex isn't enough)

There are two major factors ladies complain about sex in a relationship:

(1) After giving him my body he left me..
(2)He left because I refused to have sex with him..

NOTE: Both those who gave and those who refused to give are complaining...
( Whats the difference)

Ladies Listen, Sex isn't enough, its not the only thing you can offer a man.
If You Don't Have Anything To Offer A Man Outside Sex, Please remain Single...

A man can't stay with you because his having sex with you....

Relationship is not buying and selling.
There are much to life than Monkey style, Doggy style, Missionary style, Apple n juice style,
step pillows style, etc ...

Are you sound intellectually? Spiritually? Physically? Mentally? Emotionally?

Men love intelligent ladies...
Men love ladies with ideas..
Men love respectful ladies...
Men respect ladies that know what domestic work is
Men love and appreciate a woman who is good and excellent in multi-tasking
Men respect and honor ladies that wakes up very early in the morning to make sure that the
kitchen is set.
Men respect ladies that keep their eyes at home than those that their eyes are always
outside
Men love bravo ladies

Sex is very cheap these days, anybody can buy it.

You need to build yourself beyond sex.
Leave make-ups and be a productive lady.
Men are looking for ladies with ideas and solution not those who paint their faces with
different colours.

*What a man wants is beauty with brain not make ups with boobs or hips. Because all these
will fail but what you have upstairs will remain.
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Your husband complains because you think that you know it but you don't know it. Just do
what your own husband wants and not what men want. Hope it help our generations

I am writing ng this because i know a lot of ladies may either be proposing or getting
proposed to this period. I know you will meet very cute guys this period. I know you will meet
well packaged guys and rich guys as well. I know some of you are making your decisions
now. I also know that many are confused. Feel free to reach out to me with your questions
and stories.

One of the greatest reasons why a lot of marriages could not work out is that of PROVISION.
A lot of ladies go into marriage with a wrong mindset of PROVISION.
A lady always believes that her man should PROVIDE for her basic needs.
As a father and as a husband, he must PROVIDE for the family.
This is good!
A man who is able to do that is good man but let me tell you this, it is so wrong to believe
that a man must do this while you can't PROVIDE anything too.
A complete marriage is one which both of them is a PROVIDER.
Marriage can't be sweet without money!
Lets learn this and change our mindset.
A lady must also be a PROVIDER for herself, her man and home to enjoy her marriage.

We are no more in the age where ladies stay at home and do not work.
We are in the age where ladies who stay at home even works from home.
When you can PROVIDE for yourself first as a lady in your relationship, the crises of
relationship/marriage is about 30% solved.

Insufficient money is a major marriage problem, leading to many other problems in marriage.
Before you become committed to any relationship, be committed to something that will fetch
you income, however small,
God can bless & make big.

Stop running or rushing into marriage empty handed if you are still single. If you're married
join hand with your partner and build your home.
Only few men foot the bill without you as a lady participating fully in the family income.
Don't allow emotions blind you to the right thing.

If you want sex, make it clear.
If you want relationship, make it

Clear.
If you need help or money, make it clear.
If you want someone to talk, make

Clear.
If you just want someone to pass

Time, make it clear.
If you want someone just so that

you can move on, make it
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Clear.
But never use the word (love ) just so that you can satisfy your sexual desires only..
Love they said, is a strong feeling that one has for another..... This involved the heart so
don't mess up with people's heart because of your selfish desires..... It so hurting please.

SEXUAL SECRETS OF WOMEN THAT WANT
TO SNATCH YOUR HUSBAND WHICH YOUR
RELIGIOUS LIFE HAS NOT ALLOWED YOU TO
DO.

Lots of women are losing their husbands to strange women out there and most women are
yet to know what these men see in these women that make them get glued to them even
though they know that these women are more expensive and most are full of sexually
transmitted diseases.

Hi wives, you need to know the sexual secrets of these faceless women, sorry they are
better than you in the bed, you need to step up to match up with them and beat them in their
dirty games. Take your time to read this and get your husband back, these are their secrets:

1) THEY UNDERSTAND THE SEXUAL WEAKNESS OF MEN: They understand that one of
the weaknesses of most men is sex and they make good use of this. Wives are careless
about this, instead of using sex to create intimacy with their husbands; they use it to create
animosity, anger, and bitterness between them and their husbands.

WHAT TO DO: Use sex as a tool of love to create intimacy in your marriage, don’t use sex to
destroy your marriage, use it to build it.

2) THEY KISS LIKE MAD: In a report, most married men reported that their wives hate
kissing; they said it is difficult to get a decent kiss from their wives. Strange women are
experts in this area they use kissing as a weapon.

WHAT TO DO: Don’t turn kissing into wrestling in your marriage, stop being local. Kiss your
husband even when he is not expecting it.

3) THEY USE KILLER UNDERWEAR: A man said he hates to see his wife in panties
because according to him, she always looks like a wrestler. Lots of wives are like this, they
are fond of wearing pants whose colors are different from their bras, looking like a rainbow,
dirty pants, outdated underwear, a bra that looks like tarpaulin, wearing boxers that are
meant for men, wearing knickers and tying of wrapper to bed. Strange women are creative in
this regard they are fond of using neat, sexy panties and bras. They always balance colors
under there.
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WHAT TO DO:Wives wake up, fashion starts from under, not from head gear or rope sieve
bag, the real fashion is looking sexy when you undress before your husband.

4) THEY USE KILLER NIGHTIE: Strange women not only wear sexy underwear, but they
also wear killer nighties. While wives dress to bed and look like a soldier in bed, strange
women dress to capture the man even before getting to bed.

WHAT TO DO:When you are going out dress up, when you are going to bed dress down.
Dress to capture the imagination of your husband, and get a very sexy, nasty nightie for your
husband’s eyes only. Men are moved by what they see, let your husband see the angel in
you.

5) THEY SEE SEX AS A SERIOUS BUSINESS: You see it as a chore, you see it as dirty,
you even wish it is removed from marriage, it never crosses your mind. But these strange
ladies, see sex as a serious business and do everything to keep their clients and customers.
They use all marketing strategies, branding, product, packaging, marketing, and
advertisement.

WHAT TO DO: Begin to see sex as a serious business, rebrand yourself, and repackage
yourself because you are the real product.

6) THEY TREAT SEX AS FOOD OF MEN: Wives are fond of saying “Is it food?” What a
foolish statement! It’s not food, it’s more than what the Bible says it is water (Proverbs
5:15-19). Strange women are aware of the fact that men see sex as food and they serve it
hot and better

WHAT TO DO: Get into the fray, and treat it as the food of your husband. Serve it better than
before, and never say, “Is it food?” again in your life, it is more than that

7) SEX IS IN THEIR MIND: Babies, house cleaning, cooking, and washing are in the minds
of wives; sex is never in their minds, they never think of it, but women put it in their minds
and their body is ready no wonder they hardly look tired for it.

WHAT TO DO: At least two or three times a week, put sex in your to-do list, put it in your
mind, and see how your marriage turns out to be

😎 THEY PLAN FOR SEX: Strange women plan for sex the way you plan for your cooking;
they look forward to it and carry their catch along in their plans.

WHAT TO DO: Plan for sex in your marriage; don’t make it your husband’s affairs to plan for
sex in your marriage. Let it be part of your schedule.

9) THEY SET TABLE FOR SEX: Strange women do set table for great sex, soft music, blue
light, candlelight, perfumed bed, velvet bed sheet, sexy outlook, and slippery fingers. Do you
still wonder why men are running to them?

WHAT TO DO: Begin to set a table for sex in your marriage, be creative, and surprise your
husband with a sexy outlook when he arrives from work. Children are already in bed, you
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look “Smatching”, the whole house looks romantic, soft music, dinner with candlelight, Hug
by the door and kiss on the lips. Who says your husband will not rush home tomorrow?

10) THEY ARE VERY ROMANTIC: Romance is a strange thing to some women, the away
women don’t joke about it, they are experts in this. Whole lots of wives are romantically
bankrupt but strange women are professional in it. Men love romantic women and strange
women know this.

WHAT TO DO: become romantic, marriage is a love affair, don’t allow motherhood and
wifehood to destroy your girlish instinct. Be romantic.

11) THEY FLIRT WITH THEIR MEN: Strange women are not only romantic, they are flirty.
they give “come and do” eye contact, if you sit with them at a table they make sure their legs
touch yours, and they put hands on men’s shoulders and touch men’s Legs as they discuss.
They greet men with a good smile, they laugh excessively at men’s dry jokes. All these
signals immoral men understand perfectly and they quickly go for them.

WORK TO DO: Get flirty with your husband, hold his hands in public, place your head on
him when on a bus, touch his legs as you talk, sit close to him and sure to make your body
touch his own, hold him longer when hugging, he is your husband girl, get flirty with him.

If anybody snatched your husband after you might have read this, then it’s your fault.

From today start improving your sex life don't come here to complain unless you have done
this and it didn't work out. To all my haters because of sex issues, kindly go to Court
tomorrow, you will see the number of people getting divorced because of sex.

Most girls and guys who come on social media to display sexual/nudes contents and talk
about sexual prowess are not good on bed. Many of them are empty vessels on bed. They
know nothing and can do nothing. They are only sexy on Facebook.

You see those girls that dance naked in clubs and bars, most of them are deaf and dumb in
the bed. They can't satisfy the sexual need of any active man. It is better to marry a decent
girl and teach her sex lifestyle suitable for you than to marry those wjo who do sex for
content. Their knowledge ends in the social media.
My wife doesn't know anything about sex when i married her but today she can boast of 79
bed styles that can drive her husband crazy. Dont learn from blue film. Let your instinct and
partner teach you. Over 80% of Nigerian women are boring, deaf and dumb on bed, all they
know is that tge bed is for sex and no other activity.

You must learn to accept your man's financial ability or else you will end up sleeping with
every man who has money.
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Don't you dare play with someone's emotions and think that you are irreplaceable. That
person that loves you with passion can turn around to dislike you with passion: it's both
ways.

Delilah pretended to be in love with Samson while she was on a mission to destroy him. May
God expose every pretender in your life!

There are three classes of ladies when it comes to virginity.

1. Thin hymen: this type of a virgin, a man can disvirgin her at once. They will little drop of
blood and she will feel pain but not very much.

2. Thick hymen: this can take a very long time for such a girl to be disvirgined. It may take
days. Such a girl experiences severe pain and may end up not liking sex especially if her
first experience is not with a really romantic and bedroom doctor who combines foreplay,
good words and soft but slow penetration.

Such a girl needs lubricant like vaseline to be disvirgined. She may even have to sit on hot
water after her first sex. She will experience severe pain. Such girls can bite a man while
making love. She will experience heavy bleeding after sex. The may even sustain bruises
after sex with her, some guys may even be shouting while she is shouting during sex. Not
every man can disvirgin her. Her hymen is so thick.

3. No hymen : some ladies do not have hymen at all. Most guys think that a girl with no
hymen is lying when she says she is a virgin. After her first sex, they will be no sign of blood
at all. But that doesn't mean her V... will be loose. It will still be tight but not as much as much
as thin and thick hymen.

Sport or menstrual pad can break a girl with thin hymen but nothing can break a thick
hymen except a strong gbola.

There are good lubricants in pharmacy shops but if you cant afford it use vaseline. Make
sure you don't keep your vaseline with aboniki or balm to avoid shouting anyam, anyamuooo
at midnight.

Remember, you will meet men doing better than your man, you will equally meet ladies
much more beautiful, classy and hardworking than your lady. You will never be satisfied untill
you have what I call SELF-DISCIPLINE.

When some men commit fornication and adultery, they make more money, their business
flourishes more. It is because the altar they report to sent them to do that. Just as some
people kill even their children, wife, and mother to become richer, some people sleep in
burial ground, some sleep with mad people, some force their wives to sleep with other Men,
some eat faeces and drink urine and blood etc in order to become richer.
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Some are promoted for sleeping with their fellow men.
The question is who do you serve? Which altar do you worship in? Who is your God? What
does your God say about fornication and adultery?

Stop doing what people do. Do what is right?

GRACE DIFFERS.

Ladies, not everyone of you are destined to marry rich husband, some of you are destined to
help your husband get rich.

Men pay attention, both married and single. Let me give you this piece of advice for free..

1) It takes Patience to LIVE with a Woman

2) It takes Patience to LOVE a Woman

MARRIAGE will test your Patience as a Man. Start building it now..

A Woman can make you go late for events back to back because she'll take 3 hours to get
ready. Remember you only need 3 minutes.

If you aren't patient, you'll talk to her in a manner or do something you'll later regret,

A Woman can burst into tears just because you forgot to tell her I LOVE YOU before you
dozed off to sleep

A Woman loves to talk, if you are not patient as a Man, you'll snap one day and tell her
"Woman, you talk too much, don't you ever keep quiet" and those words can damage a
Woman almost irreversibly.

A Woman craves attention and petting, this can sometimes get on your nerves as a Man and
only patience will help you.

A Woman can get angry, and you'll use full 45 minutes to be apologizing. If you aren't
patient, you no go fit.

She'll say she's not hungry, then after you buy only one sharwama, she'll be dragging it with
you.

You'll both have a plate of rice before you, but she'll leave her plate of rice and be eating
yours.

When she's on her menstrual period, you'll see drama. PATIENCE!

When she's Pregnant, maximum drama. PATIENCE!!
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You'll run errands in Marriage oh.

"Honey scratch my back".

"Honey hold me"

"Baby, tell me you love me.." and you just said it 3 minutes ago.

Relationship and Marriage will test your Patience as a Man. I've told you ahead, carry
patience and enter marriage.

Put God First Always!

Married sister, stop wishing if you had the kind of husband your friends have. Don't be
deceive by what they flaunt on social media, many of them are SSS(sad, suffering & smiling)
you are better than them. Be contented with what you have. Buy the cloth you can afford, put
your children in school you can afford, eat the food you can afford, fix the hair you can afford,
rent the house you can afford.

So many of them are winners on social media and losers in real life. That man you think is
worthless is the kind of man they wish they had... Pray for him, support him. That's bitter
today doesn't mean it won't be sweet tomorrow. With patience, prayer and perseverance you
will push through....., , may God grant you wisdom to make a happy home......Amen

As one husband is driving in the streets to pick up a prostitute; another husband is driving
home to be with the wife he has missed.As one wife is undressing for the man she is having
an affair with; another wife is being undressed by her husband, about to make love.As one
husband is lying to his wife that he has travelled for work but he is actually with another
woman; another husband is busy planning a surprise getaway for him and the wife he loves.

As one wife is sexing a different man now that her husband is away from her; another wife is
keeping herself pure for her husband who is distant for awhile. She misses him, chats with
him often, waiting to be re-united.As one husband is misusing his money on women and
alcohol; another husband is buying gifts for his wife and children, saving and investing for his
family's future.As one wife is gossiping about her husband to her friends and family, bringing
her own husband down; another wife is praying for her husband.

As one wife is nagging her husband, quarreling him and picking fights with him every day;
another wife is giving her husband peace, making her his best friend.As one husband is
coming home late almost every night claiming he is his own man and can do what he wants;
another husband is accountable to his wife, coming home early, he enters the home and his
kids and wife celebrate him, family time is important to him.

As one wife is declaring men are all the same and she has written off her husband; another
wife is declaring her husband is different and blessed, she patiently inspires her husband
with love and consistent nurturing because he who finds a good wife finds favour from the
Lord, the love of a woman changes a man for the better.
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As one husband is mistreating his wife, being an average man in his marriage claiming that
romance and passion is not for African men; another African husband has decided not to live
by stereotypes, he shows his emotions to his wife, he treats her like a Queen, he knows love
has nothing to do with race or country and knows those men who say "That is not a Kenyan"
when they are challenged to love better are just being lazy and selfish.As one couple is
giving up on their marriage; another couple is doing everything they can to make their
marriage strong and lasting, they are seeing a counsellor, praying, lowering their pride,
apologizing, changing, reading books and watching sermons that equip them with
knowledge on marriage.

Right now, some couples are cheating, others are loving; some are using their phones to flirt
with other people, others are using their phones to keep communication alive, to flirt with
each other, to defeat the distance.. What are you doing? Are you building your marriage or
tearing it apart?

When we find a woman who loves us, we tell ourselves she will never leave us because she
loves us too much to leave us.
So we start neglecting her and talking bad about her sometimes because of the love she
carries for us, we always wait for her to phone us first, we always wait her to force things, we
always wait she to send us messages e n first, we can't find any time for her and sometimes
we tell her
Mean words to hurt her.

We put her down by comparing her to our exes.
We bring her down by reminding her of all her past.
We don't give her anything to take care of her.
We disrespect her and we don’t listen to her
We do horrible things sometimes because we know she loves us.
When she find better somewhere else and decides to leave us, we tell that she is not a good
woman.

The woman we treat like a trash will sooner or later become the queen of a man who knows
the value of a woman.

A person who loves and cares about you will never feel ashamed of introducing you to the
world. A person who sees future in you will always reprimand you about everything you do
A person who loves you will never delay to answer when someone asks about you instead
they will feel proud to brag and say yessss that's myyy babyyyy. A person who cares about
your feelings will never let you get hurt instead whenever they are wrong they apologize and
makes things right. No matter how close they are to others they will never let others get to
you or say anything bad about you or your relationship. I believe no one is perfect but for the
one's we love we try our best to be perfect
It's easy to see who loves us but hard to see who pretends. Never make someone to look
like a fool for loving you
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DEAR LADIES...

You will come across many men in your life and you will be tempted to fall in love, don’t be
lured to giving your heart to any man just because he is handsome, popular, rich, dresses
well, etc.

Physical attraction and sexual impulses are short lived. Give your heart to a man who know
your heart just like he know his own and feel your pain just the way you feel it. Give your
heart to man who understand how much strength you have gathered to overcome a bad
past.

Give your heart to a man who understand your mind. Someone who appreciate the way you
stand tall despite all the mess in your life. Give your heart to man who touches your soul
before he touches your body. He is the one who will never leave you alone and hold on you
till the end of time.

Long lasting relationship marriage are not based on SEXUAL PLEASURE and PHYSICAL
INTIMACY, they are based on TRUE LOVE and understanding.

When men reject you, do not reject yourself because God has not rejected you

In judges chapter 11, Jephthah thought it was all over with him when his step Brothers drove
him out of his father's house because he was a son of an harlot.

A time came the son of a harlot became the number one citizen in the society. Hallelujah!

Don't give up your dreams because you eventually got pregnant against your wish; you
want to kill yourself?

Ask God for a second chance he will show mercy and restore you back.

I know you have messed up but God clean your mess by his Mercy. There is a better
tomorrow. Arise and be what God wants you to be.

Be strong and be very courageous. Have I not told you, only be thou strong and be very
courageous. Joshua 1:6&7

No matter how rough and critical it may seems, look unto the hills that's where your help
comes from.

I pray by the Mercy's of God, you will rise again and be what God wants you to be despite all
the challenges surrounding your life in Jesus name.
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WHAT DOES MY HUSBAND
WANT?~
Episode 3

I saw that my husband was not going to change his word for anything. I even pleaded for
him to reconsider but he was so determined. He kept giving me reasons that doesn’t make
sense to me.

Our sweet home looks divided because Ladi seems to always be at war with me over getting
rid of the pregnancy.

Salami, a friend of mine visited me, she saw how quiet and troubled I look and wanted to
know what was wrong.

I needed to speak to somebody, the burden on my mind was too much to bear alone.

I told Salami that I was pregnant, she was happy and asked me if that was the reason I
looked disheveled? I told her that was not all the story.

I opened up to Salami who was also a wife and a mother of four children. I told her what my
husband asked me to do because he doesn’t have plans for another child.

Salami was speechless at first, she also did not expect such word from my darling husband.

“Is very bad of Ladi to ask that of you. My own husband wanted us to have another child. My
last child is just two years old. I told my husband that I’m not capable of carrying another
pregnancy and going through 9 months tough process. Is still my body and I have a say over
it. The decision didn’t lead to quarrel because he totally understand that is not easy. It was a
mutual understanding between me and him. My husband is ready to have a dozen kids if I
let him…that man loves children so much. Having twelve kids will still not be enough for him
but we have to think and plan for the future. The four children we have needs love and care.
On the other hand you are even willing to go through another pregnancy journey but your
husband wouldn’t let you because he doesn’t want another child. Maybe you should do as
he said. Is better to secure your home and marriage than to allow trouble to come into your
lives and destroy your well-built home. If Ladi insisted that he doesn’t want another child
then do as he said. I know is painful but children are luxury. Expenses will go up and Ladi is
obviously not ready for that. I understand his point despite how sad or difficult it sound.
Miwa, I can take you to good doctor who can do that for you. No pain or much bleeding. He
will do a clean job and is just a matter of time, you will be fine…

Salami said encouraging me to do as Ladi said to avoid all the arising trouble that was
already coming into my home.

I told her to give me time to think about it.
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“Miwa, there is no time, the more the delay the more complicated it will become. You have to
hurry up now that is still very early.

“I have the right to think over all this Salami. Is my body and is the life of my unborn child we
are talking about. I don’t know if I’m capable of such. That is why I need time to think it
through.

I said with tears in my eyes. I wish all this never happened. I wish I did not conceive this
fourth baby. How can I even agreed to murder my own baby just because my husband
doesn’t want the child? I will not be able to forgive myself or live peacefully with the guilt.
How can a blessing seems like a curse? This was supposed to be an addition, a blessing to
me and Ladi but my husband will not accept it as one.
All this trouble wouldn’t have taken place if the child was not conceive at all. i feel like hating
Ladi for making me go through this emotional trauma.

He feels is okay because he is a man and not the pregnant one who is asked to abort his
child. I know what all this feels like for me but it seems Salami is right.

I want my husband and home back to normal. Since we already have three kids, we will
focus on them.

I try to encourage myself but no matter what I say or do the guilt held down at my stomach.

One night, I try to see if I can persuade Ladi for the last time to change his mind.

“Allow this baby to be born and grow with the brother and sister. Ladi, please….I’m begging
you. Don’t let me go through knife and fire in the process of removing our child. Children are
meant to be a blessing. This baby deserved to live just like everyone else, stop trying to be
God over this child that is perfectly forming in my womb…stop Danladi. Don’t make it seem
the baby’s life or death is in your hand and you can do whatever you pleases with it.
Consider me and this innocent child who has done no wrong to anyone. Please my
husband….think this through. I don’t understand this your decision, you concluded so fast
and is very wrong. I have loved and respected you ever since my teenage days and I obey
your every word and ready to support you with my last drop of blood. But I can’t agree with
you on this because is very wrong and you have to see it that way. Please do this for me.
This is all I ask, let us have this baby. Let me carry this pregnancy to term and give birth to
this child. Please…I want to have this baby. I really do….i hate the thought of removing my
own flesh and blood because you don’t want a fourth child. I know you want only three
children but this fourth one is God’s gift to us. Ladi please….

I pleaded strongly, I was even crying to make him see and understand how much I wanted to
keep the child. I went on my knee right in our room begging him to reconsider his decisions.

He gently raised me from the ground and make me sit very close to him on the bed. He
place a hand on my body as he try to talk calmly to my ears.
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I thought all the words, the tears, the kneeling and begging took effect to his hardened heart
but I was wrong.

“Miwa…we can’t keep this baby. You are making this more difficult than it seem. Is not like
we don’t have other children and this is your first pregnancy, we do have and a fourth child is
not needed. I wish you will understand and see reasons with me like you have done over this
years. Stop making this difficult for everyone. Please Miwa. I’m also begging you to get rid of
this one and let’s concentrate on our present family. I know how school fees, lesson fess,
feeding, shopping allowances and many more expenses I pour on our three children. Is not
easy because we want to give them only the best but with a fourth child, the best we plan for
the children will reduce to nothing. I don’t want that. I want to be able to take care of my
family with nothing less than the best things life got to offer and I don’t want what the general
public have, I want every of my kids to be in the best school and in their best at all time. But
all this will change if another baby comes in. I don’t want another child…I’m okay with what I
have. Miwa ever since you came up with this issue, I can’t even concentrate again at work or
happy in my own house. You keep insisting that you want to keep this baby. All I hear this
days is how much you want to go ahead and defile my words and keep the pregnancy. I
have made it clear enough to you that I don’t need another addition. Please let’s stop
arguing and quarreling over this. Do the right thing Miwa….I beg of you!

It was pointless trying to make him change his mind. It seem no matter what I say or do Ladi
will not have a rethink over his decisions.

I finally succumb to pressure and decided to do what he wants.

I asked Salami to come and take me to the hospital after two days and she agreed to do so.

She was around just as promised and we drove down to the hospital where the abortion will
be carried out.

Salami try to make me feel better by saying it was only a fetus and not yet a child but I felt
worst with such word.

Everyone one of us used to be a fetus in our mother’s womb but gradually we formed into a
perfect being. We were given a chance to life. If our mother’s had aborted us we will not be
able to see the rising or setting of the sun. We won’t know what daylight looks or feel like.

After I returned home, I couldn’t carry on with my usual self. I was bitter and swollen in
anger. The realization of what I did and the guilt of it all held me down. Everything I did was
to please my husband and displease myself.

How could he force me into committing such sin and he feels is okay. Now I’m left with the
guilt and pain and he moves about freely without an iota of guilt.

Is been two weeks I was at the hospital where the abortion was carried out and I can’t seem
to forget or feel fine despite Salami assured me that I will be alright.
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Ladi was trying to play the nice role and even got me a gift to cheer me up but I wasn’t
cheered. I can’t just forget, is hard for me to forget.

Last night he try to touch me but I told him I was not in the right mood, he did not push like
he will do. He just let me be.

Things are not as they used to be. I don’t know if is going to get better or worst.

I still wonder why my husband will ask me to terminate the pregnancy. His reasons are not
genuine enough for me.

We can take care of five and seven children if we want to do so. Money is required but is not
everything. I’m a hardworking woman and a good mother that loves children generally. Even
if we have more than five kids it won’t still be a big problem but Ladi’s heartless decision got
me wondering if he was the same man I got married to. Same man I fell in love as a teenage
girl and has never stopped loving him ever since.

I’m trying to recover from all that just recently happened. Is a long recovery process for me
but eventually I will be fine. All I need is time.

I shared this story last year but wants to share it now for my new followers

*~WHAT DOES MY HUSBAND WANT?~

Episode 2

Did I mention to you that my husband is the best thing that have ever happens to me? Well,
maybe I didn’t mention that at first but I can turn that into song, announcing to the whole
world of what Ladi truly means to me.

On the same note, I can vouch for Ladi that the love he has for me is equals to none. He
loves me just like I do. It was as if we are couples made in heaven except that we had our
tough beginning.

After the difficult beginning that we both had and things gradually changed to our favour, I
wanted to draw the curtain of our fairy-tale to an end.

Like a children Disney stories where you will have happily ever after at the end. I remember
one of the stories that I do read for my four years old daughter, it has the princess and the
prince living happily ever after in their castle.

I could have used such conclusion for me and Ladi’s love story but our own story was just
starting. It may all looks like a happy ending counting from where we started from but there
was more to come.
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Ladi loves the children and wanted to give them only the best. All the things that he was
denied off during his childhood, he was willing to give it all to them and even more.

He was a good father and loving husband. He said the three kids was enough for him, he
doesn’t want any more kid and I totally agreed.

We both face in raising our three children and managing our God given Business Empire.

After things changed for us, Ladi and I joined hands and got a better and bigger
accommodation for my parents.

Ladi expand my mother’s business to a bigger location, unlike what she used to have before.

My mother was not as strong as before but she still manage to go to her shop. She has two
sales girls that manages thing in her absence. My younger sister, who graduated and
finished from law school still helps Mom sometimes.

As me and Ladi agreed about not having children again. We closed the chapter of
childbearing.

I respect all his decision and he respects mine. We wanted to focus in raising our three
children and nurturing them into something better in the future.

After two years, Ladi was beginning to keep late nights which was unlike him.

He complained that he suffered some losses in his business and it really affected his
financial status.

He was mostly away, I believe he was trying to get back on track which was proven difficult.

I was there for him as usual and gave him some of my savings that I planned using to
restock my shop. I gave the money for him to put back into his business. He was grateful as
he took the money.

After a month I found out I was pregnant for baby number four.

I had mixed feelings about it and did not know how my husband will react to the news since
he made it clear that he doesn’t want another child. The three children we had was enough
for us.

Ladi may not like the idea or take the news well but he may not have a choice than to accept
it and start planning for our new baby.

When he came back that evening, I served him food and after we went to bed I decided to
let him know of the new development.

“I’m pregnant!
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I whispered it to his ears waiting for him to react. My husband looked at me like I just
released a time bomb in the whole room.

“I don’t understand!…what did you say?

He asked with a puzzled face.

“Baby number four is on the way Ladi. I’m pregnant….

“Is this a joke or what? Miwa…are you serious! Stop playing around and be serious with me.
Are you really pregnant?

He sat up from the bed staring at me with his mouth open.

“Yes….this is not a joke Ladi. I’m serious! I just discovered that I am pregnant again. This is
not my making, it just happened. I have being very careful after birthing our daughter and we
close the page of childbearing but I discovered that another baby is on the way….

Ladi gasped out and later said with a low tone.

“We can’t have another child Miwa. We can’t. I told you and we concluded on this. The three
we have is enough. I suffered some business meltdown and all thanks to you for giving me
the money I needed to pull back up. I want to really concentrate in my present family…I’m
very okay with our three children and I don’t need more. They are growing every day, school
fees and other things rises with every of their growth stage How can you be careless to let
this happen? Miwa, let’s focus on our present family, I don’t need or want addition again. I’m
very okay with what God has blessed us with…

“So? What am I supposed to do? You make it seem is all my fault… but children are blessing
and after this we can close the child bearing page but I’m already pregnant and there is
nothing to do...

I said while trying to make him understand that children are gifts from God. Even though we
did not plan for another baby but there was nothing to do now that I have taken in.

“Get rid of it. Miwa you will have to remove it…please!

His word was like a hammer to my chest. How can Ladi suggest such horrible thing? He try
to talk calmly to make me see reason but all I see is his self-centredness. How can he ask
me, his wife to go for an abortion just because he doesn’t want the baby?

“Never! I will never do such abominable thing. I’m a married woman and not the 22years old
girl that got pregnant for you twelve years ago. I remember how scared you were back then
but we pulled out of all the trouble and our son is one of our biggest blessings. Ladi, I can’t
do such…I want this baby to live. He or She has the right to life just like our other three
children. Money is not really a problem because when your strength fails I will support you
like I have done all through this years. I’m your back bone Ladi. Please think well and let us
have this child…
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Ladi bluntly refused. He insisted that I must remove it. He can’t afford another expenses for
a baby. I assured him that I will help him out but even at that he was determined and refused
to see to my reasons.

He later slept off after tossing and turning for a long time. I guess he was also worried but I
was deeply troubled at what he wants me to do. He slept off leaving me with my burden.

I couldn’t sleep immediately. I was angry and confuse at what Ladi was asking of me. What
is wrong with my husband? How can he not consider me or the unborn child?

I had thoughts clouding my mind.

After several hours passed, I finally slept off.

Advice FOR LADIES YET TO BE
MARRIED:💍
1. No matter how old you are don't be desperate. If you are desperate, men will continue to
take advantage of you.

2. Don't use sex or pregnancy as a bait to tie a man down. If you uses sex, he can always
get it elsewhere.

3. Don't make everyone see it on your face that you need a husband.

4. Understand that our timing differs in life but God makes everything beautiful in his own
time.

5. Don't look frustrated. You can fulfill destiny without marriage, you can also marry and not
fulfill destiny.

6. Don't let people tell you that you are old. When they say that, reply them that you are
waiting for divine timing.

7. Don't marry a man because of materials things. Know him beyond material things.

8. Stop looking like your grandma because you think you are old. Dress well and carry
yourself smartly.

9. Don't open your heart for just any man. Take your time and be prayerful. Don't let men
break your heart.

10. Work on yourself rather than looking for a good man. Make yourself a good woman first.
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Very Soon You Will Smile And People Will Come And Celebrate With You. Keep Trusting
God For The best Is Yet To Come.

WOMEN'S WORLD
• When a man has a good car it attracts more ladies to him. When a lady has a good car it
repels guys away from her. This is the world we live in.

• A teenage boy impregnates his teenage girlfriend. The girl drops out of school, the boy
continues his education. This is the world we live in.

• A guy catches his girlfriend with another guy, he fights his girlfriend. A lady catches her guy
with another lady, she fights the other lady. This is the world we live in.

• The older a man becomes, the higher the number of ladies available for him. The older a
lady becomes the fewer the number of guys available for her. This is the world we live in.

• A 76 year old man can still marry a 26 year old lady. A 36 year old lady is tagged too old to
get married. This is the world we live in.

• A man looses his wife to death and remarries a year after, he did the right thing, he's being
praised and congratulated for moving on, after all life is for the living.

• A woman looses her husband to death and remarries after 4yrs, "aaah! so early? Are u
sure she wasn't sleeping with that man even when her husband was alive? That was why
she killed her husband. This is the world we live in.

• A married man is caught in bed with another woman, his wife is asked to forgive him and
move on. A married woman is caught in bed with another man, the husband asks her to
leave his house. This is the world we live in.

• If a man rises to be the CEO of the company, he got there by hard work and determination.
If a woman rises to be the CEO of the company, even if the staff are all women, she is
suspected to get there by sleeping with the board members. This is the world we live in.
. Some people will read this post and will neither like nor comment on it and won't even
follow my page for more just because I'm not yet a CELEBRITY forgetting that they can
make me one..
This is the world we live in

👉Marry someone who loves you for who you are not someone who loves you for what you
are!

👉Marry someone who is truly proud of you not someone who is ashamed of you and wants
to manage you!
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👉Marry someone who knows you are not perfect and accepts you the way you are, not
someone who wants to change everything about you and keeps comparing you to others
especially his/her ex

👉Marry someone who believes in you and encourage you to become better, not someone
who always make you become bitter

👉Marry someone who is faithful and loyal to you, one who has earned your trust and
respect, not someone who cannot be trusted and is always lying to you!

👉Marry someone who really wants to be with you and is contented having you in his/her
life, not someone who find's it hard to be content with just one lover

👉Marry a person who knows that you are not perfect and that you can make mistakes and
is always ready to forgive you, not someone who expects you to always be perfect and find's
it hard to forgive

👉Marry a person who has the fear of God and who's life challenge you to love and worship
God more, not someone who is not faithful to God and lack the fruit of Godliness.

👉A sweet food depends on who is cooking the food, also a Good marriage depends on the
Quality of the character of those involved in the marriage!

A woman have sêx because she wants the man.

A man have sêx because he wants sêx.

You see the difference?

Sêx is a physical thing to a man.

But for a woman, sêx is both physical and emøtional.

A woman can have sēx because of love. But a man can have sêx because of sêx.

Before a woman can have sêx with you, she must have feēlings for you. She must have that
emøtionally attachment to you, Not talking about those trāding their for møney in the name
of Hoøk up, Stop it. Heaven is watching

That EROS dimension of love will be there.

Hārdly will you find a woman having sêx with a man she does not love. Except if she's a
prøstitute.

But for a man, reverse can be the case. A man may have no iota of love for you, and still
have sêx with you.
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This is why a man can hire a prøstitute just to have sêx. He doesn't need to love the
prøstitute before he fulfills his sèxual desire.

Now, understand this:

As a woman, a man can use you to feed his sexūal desires. He can even give you money.
He can take you out. All because he wants sêx, not you!

If you want to know if a man truly loves you, don't give him sêx. Sit back and watch.

If he leaves you because you don't give him sêx, then he doesn't love you. He only loves
sêx!

Dear young adult girl!

As you're growing up and getting closer to the journey of marriage life..pls try to understand
that you can choose a husband for yourself but your kids can't choose their own father,while
choosing a father for them pls choose a father,a friend,a tutor,a prophet,and a guidance for
them...

And don't forget to be good mother you can raise a hero and not a zero
Wedding ring is the smallest handcuff ever made, so think deep, choose your prisøn mate
carefully and sentence yourself wisely, to avoid prisøn break.

When the devil wants to finish a girl, he makes her think that her body is a source of income

TO MEN WHO BREAK WOMEN'S HEART

1- One day, you’ll remember the
girl who
loved you so much that she
forgot to love
herself.
2- You’ll remember her when you
wake
up, when you eat, when you’re
about to
sleep.
3- She will be your greatest
nightmare.
4- You will be the one crying, and
she will
be the one happy with someone
else.
5- One day, you’ll regret losing
her.
6 - You lost the girl who did
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everything for
you.
7- You lost the girl who was
always there
for you when no one else was.
8- You lost her because of your
ego.
9- You lost the girl who stayed by
your side
even if you threw harsh words
on her.
10- You lost the girl who tried to
understand you when she
needed you and
you were not there.
11- One day, you’ll realise that
she was
the one for you.
12- The girl who stood by your
side even if
you don’t appreciate her.
13- The girl you chose to let go
because
you’re full of pride.
14- One day, you’ll realise that the
girl
you screwed up and left for
another girl,
was the girl who kept on
fighting for you
and defending you when she
hears gossips
about you.
15- One day, you’ll see her happy
and
contented with the life she have
when you
left her.
16- She will thank you for letting
her go
and for making her realise she is
worth of
something so much better, that
there is
someone out there who is
willing to
do everything for her.
17- She will look into your eyes
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with no
feelings for you at all.
18-One day, when you see her,
you will feel
like you've been stabbed in your
heart a
million times for giving up on
her.
19- And when that day comes,
no matter
what you do, no matter what you
say to
her, it will not make sense
because she was
already done spending years of
her life
trying to make you love her as
she loved
you. But you didn’t.
20- Heart breaker mark my
words ,
because some
Heartbreakers are just stupid

WOMEN'S WORLD

• When a man has a good car it attracts more ladies to him. When a lady has a good car it
repels guys away from her. This is the world we live in.

• A teenage boy impregnates his teenage girlfriend. The girl drops out of school, the boy
continues his education. This is the world we live in.

• A guy catches his girlfriend with another guy, he fights his girlfriend. A lady catches her guy
with another lady, she fights the other lady. This is the world we live in.

• The older a man becomes, the higher the number of ladies available for him. The older a
lady becomes the fewer the number of guys available for her. This is the world we live in.

• A 76 year old man can still marry a 26 year old lady. A 36 year old lady is tagged too old to
get married. This is the world we live in.

• A man looses his wife to death and remarries a year after, he did the right thing, he's being
praised and congratulated for moving on, after all life is for the living.

• A woman looses her husband to death and remarries after 4yrs, "aaah! so early? Are u
sure she wasn't sleeping with that man even when her husband was alive? That was why
she killed her husband. This is the world we live in.
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• A married man is caught in bed with another woman, his wife is asked to forgive him and
move on. A married woman is caught in bed with another man, the husband asks her to
leave his house. This is the world we live in.

• If a man rises to be the CEO of the company, he got there by hard work and determination.
If a woman rises to be the CEO of the company, even if the staff are all women, she is
suspected to get there by sleeping with the board members. This is the world we live in.
. Some people will read this post and will neither like nor comment on it and won't even
follow my page for more just because I'm not yet a CELEBRITY forgetting that they can
make me one..
This is the world we live in

👉Marry someone who loves you for who you are not someone who loves you for what you
are!

👉Marry someone who is truly proud of you not someone who is ashamed of you and wants
to manage you!

👉Marry someone who knows you are not perfect and accepts you the way you are, not
someone who wants to change everything about you and keeps comparing you to others
especially his/her ex

👉Marry someone who believes in you and encourage you to become better, not someone
who always make you become bitter

👉Marry someone who is faithful and loyal to you, one who has earned your trust and
respect, not someone who cannot be trusted and is always lying to you!

👉Marry someone who really wants to be with you and is contented having you in his/her
life, not someone who find's it hard to be content with just one lover

👉Marry a person who knows that you are not perfect and that you can make mistakes and
is always ready to forgive you, not someone who expects you to always be perfect and find's
it hard to forgive

👉Marry a person who has the fear of God and who's life challenge you to love and worship
God more, not someone who is not faithful to God and lack the fruit of Godliness.

👉A sweet food depends on who is cooking the food, also a Good marriage depends on the
Quality of the character of those involved in the marriage!

If you don’t listen to your husband, you’re teaching your children that they shouldn’t listen to
him either.
If you disrespect your wife before your children, you are teaching them not to value women
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RELATIONSHIPS YOU MUST AVOID THIS
YEAR

1. Avoid any relationship where you find yourself struggling to love your partner.

2. Avoid any relationship where you are caged or restricted from your rights.

3. Avoid any relationship that will keep you far away from God.

4.You should avoid a relationship that is based on sex alone. It has no future. It's a waste of
time and destiny.

5. Avoid any relationship that has no direction, purpose or aim.

6. Avoid any relationship that doesn't add any positive impact on your life.

7. Run away from any relationship that gives you more sorrows than joy.

8. Run away from any relationship that makes you cry or gives you more tears than laughter.

9. Do not stay in a relationship where you love someone but the person makes you unhappy
many times.

10. When you see signs that a relationship can't work, there is no need remaining into it.
Flee from it. Don't keep managing.

People who waste their 20s will be filled with regret in their 30s.

Use your 20s well
-Learn sales
-Get in shape
-Build great habits
-Master social skills
-Learn skills that pay

You'll make mistakes, but you got advantage.

You're young! You're supposed to make mistakes.
But if you make a particular mistake over and over... it becomes a choice and not mistake.

Hustle now that you are young. strength doesn't last forever.

Because a girl broke your heart doesn't automatically mean you will make money in the
future and probably meet her on the street selling plantain chips. This isn't Nollywood movie
o. You can still meet her with her own car or with husband while you still broke. I'm just tired
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of seeing post like "I GO SHOCK YOU" this and that. Bro, better forget that girl and hustle..
make money, make money with good purpose not revenge because there's is generation
looking up to you to give you less stressful life.🕊
If a girl breaks your heart, work hard, make money, another girl will mend your heart.
I'm not laughing at anybody. I was there too.

A man can never make two women happy.

One will always suffer.

HOW TO KNOW A VIRGIN Girl
FROM A DISTANCE.
A Chinese scientist who is based in the UK has published his claims in London Times
magazine and Voice of London magazine too that his six years research has finally come out
with an impressive result which has made it possible to recognize a virgin without having sex
with her.

According to his claims, he can recognise a virgin from two poles away and he has publicly
revealed the tricks to this awesome discovery on a live TV broadcast.

"Against popular beliefs, sagged breasts don't really imply a lost virginity and torn hymen
does not also mean virginity is lost, he said. Pimples on the face is not an expressway of
knowing a virgin. The only way to know a virgin is this.
When a girl is coming from about 3 poles away, watch her direction of movement and
tactically move to the left, which would by impulse make her move to the right. Quietly walk
beside her, then pass and go on your way to the nearest clinic to check your genotype and
blood group before you marry but if you are married already go home or call your partner on
phone and ask him/her what can I do for you to make you happy.

That girl's virginity is none of your business. Your wife or husband is your business

Poverty doesn't allow many people to marry whom they truly love Now they marry helpers
not lovers

S*X WAHALA

A man was starved of sex for months because his wife had put to bed through caesarean
section.
One day, the wife said, my Love, I know how you must be feeling because of my condition; I
beg take this N5000 and look for someone, have sex and satisfy yourself.
The husband collected the money and left, but returned after 30 mins.
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The wife said, Haba! So soon? and he answered, "I no go far, I just enter this our neighbor
house; Mama Blessing in particular!".

And the wife asked, I hope she no collect money? The man said she collected and the wife
said, Abi she dey craze?
Abeg hold this pickin for me, make I go meet the idiot "The time wey she born pickin, I help
her husband for free, why she go collect money from YOU?

Fight don start

Who is at fault?

If you can't find love find money... You can't be lonely and poor.

THE TRUTH
I left mom inside the prayer house, I needed to take some fresh air.

I don't understand it anymore.
Three different prophets, same prophecies. Yet, father is still proving stubborn.

Like, why won't this man just confess whatever evil deeds he had done in the past and set
me free?

Could it be he is enjoying my dilemma?, five break ups within three years, with all the men
withdrawing back immediately after my introduction ceremony. Everyone knows it's not
ordinary

I walked aimlessly until I got to the main road.
I bought sachet water from a kiosk along the road and sat on one of the benches.

What kind of a wicked world is this?, why must the children suffer for the sins of the fathers?,
why can't the fathers carry their cross alone and leave the innocent children out of it?.

But on a second thought, why me?, why am I the only one suffering this?. I have three
sisters, of which two were already married and are living happily with their children and
husbands.

Could all the prophets be wrong?

As I sat contemplating, I noticed mother had come out and was standing in the middle of the
street, looking around nervously.

I waved at her and she started coming towards me.
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She looked all worked up. She has been my backbone all along, always encouraging and
supporting my every move.

"It's okay, dear, let's go home now... I promised you this time, if your father still deny doing
anything, he will follow us here to say that to the face of the seer".

She helped me to my feet and led the way to the motor park.

At home, dad still maintained he was Innocent, accusing the prophets of having ganged up
against him.

"I have told you to stop taking Veronica to all these your hungry seers, can't you see that
these people are trying to scatter our home?". He had scolded my mom.

"Ogbonna, nobody is ganging up against you.. how can three different prophets gang up
against one person?, do they even know you?". Mother defended.

"I don't know what you people are talking about but my hands are clean, I have not killed
anyone neither have I ever take what does not belong to me, I'm innocent".

After a long fight with him, he finally accepted to go with us the next day.

"I will go with you, but if the man didn't provide answers to my question, you will have my
kinsmen to contend with for accusing a titled man falsely. He had threatened.

We left the next day to the prophet's house. I was happy that at last, my problem would be
solved today.

"We were sitting in the chamber when the prophet came out. He was surprised to see us.

"You again?, you were here yesterday, aren't you?". He said, looking at my mother.

"Yes, we were, but the problem is that her father has refused to confess, he said he had
done nothing, so we brought him here for you". Mother explained.

"So where is he?". The prophet asked, scanning the room with his eyes.

"Here". Mother said. Pointing at dad.

The seer looked at my dad for a second.

"I mean the father of this young woman". He asked again.

"Here, he is". She said, still pointing at dad.

The prophet shook his head.
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"This is serious". He muttered.

Dad was becoming uncomfortable with the drama.

"My friend!, stop keeping us waiting, tell me the atrocity I committed that is keeping my
daughter from getting a steady relationship".

The prophet cleared his throat:

"I'm sorry sir, you didn't commit any atrocity...the girl's father did".

By now, I was beginning to agree with my dad, all these prophets are insane.

"And who is her father, if not me?". My dad asked, impatiently.

"Your wife will be in a better position to explain". The prophet finalized.

We both turned to face mom. The expression on her face alone has said it all. She was
shivering too.

Dad has been innocent all along.

Bro is that you?

Before she accepted to be your girlfriend,

-You were always calling her as
early as 4:00am in the morning to wish her good
morning,

-Calling her at 7:am to know if she has had breakfast,

-Called her after breakfast to
know her plans for the day,

-Called her at exactly 12noon to wish her
good afternoon,

-Called her by 2:pm to ask her to have lunch with
you,

-4:pm you called her to wish her good evening,

-6:pm you called to know what she will be having for
dinner,

-8:pm you called to know what time she
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will have her night
bath and go to bed,

-10:pm, you called to hear her voice, one
last time before you
sleep,

-12:30am, you called to tell her how much you love her.

-4:am you wished her good morning,

-4:30am you asked
her to go to bed so she can wake up
earlier than the devil.

Text messages as well as chats
on social networking sites were not left out. This
continued till she got to accept
to date you.

You always told her how much
you love and cherish her, that you are ready to do
whatsoever it takes to make her your GirlFriend, your
wife
and the mother Of Your Unborn Kids.

You went ahead to show her to your
friends and some family members as your girlfriend,
pending her acceptance.

She started feeling so close to you,
your friends started
calling her "our wife",

You sent your friends and some of her
friends to talk to her
to accept dating you.

After some time, she accepted to date you, you felt
you have
done what Napoleon or James
Bond could never do.

You both
go out,
see each other,
cuddle, kiss but do not have sex because she told you
she is not ready for that yet.
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You told her
that she does'nt trust you enough, or even love you.

She felt bad about the way you were talking because
she has
started getting used to you and would do anything
never to hurt you.

She now gave in, allowed you explore
her body, you took her pride, her dignity, or maybe
you weren't the first to do THAT with her, but
utmostly
she gave you her body.

The relationship went on well,
then slowly it began to fade.

-You stopped sending her messages, on social
network platforms.

-To chat with her
became a problem but you are
always online.

-She was now the one calling to know your plans for
the day
because she wanted to be part of it,

-You were always telling her how hectic, stressful and
busy your day were.

-You can go for a week without talking to her on
phone or wanting to see
her

-You only see her when you want her to do
something for
you.

-You started talking to other girls, the little time you
spend with her, It's either you are online and
chatting with someone or on phone.

~When she complains that you are not giving her
time and
attention, you say she is too demanding.
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~She spent her Christmas alone and about to spend her val alone. She does not complain,
nor demand for
expensive things or nag.

~All your promises, you broke them, you only
wanted to have
your own share of the cake-
her body,

-You toiled with her
feelings and emotions,

-You cheat on her, lie to her, treat
her with disrespect,
ignore her amongst otherthings.

~When was the last time you asked her
about her problems?

~When was the last time you took her to
somewhere quiet?

~When was the last time you surprised
her with that little
thing that makes her happy?

~You spend your time, money and love outside,
leaving her in a darken room.

~You lied, deceived and lured her into
dating you, sleeping with you,

~You made her fell in love with you.

* Ask yourself this question, will I make heaven with
this
behavior of mine?

*Will God ever forgive me for
breaking her heart, deceiving her, making her
believe in me, betraying her trust and love?

Will you have another man do the same to your
daughter, sister or female bestie?

* You have dated her for a year, 2years, or even
5years without
plans for her, will you make heaven at last?
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* You are cheating on your wife, girlfriend,
fiancee, busy texting and chatting with other
females, forgetting your promises to this girl that
has given you
everything, her body,
soul, love, support, loyalty, humility, respect &
everything that she has gotten.

-She gets into fights with her parents
cause of you hmm,

-She sneaks out of the house to be with
you,

-She goes against her values and beliefs

-She jilted other guys, declined other proposals
yet you
choose to pay her back in this way!

~My dear, you have a
mansion awaiting you.

~If you do not change your ways.

~If you are married, go back to your wife,

~ If unmarried, bring back that first girlfriend or
fiancee that did nothing to deserve your hurt. Pick up your phone now and call her.

BRING BACK THE GOOD OLD DAYS.

Do those things that brought you guys together
again,and
You will be surprise to see the goddess in HER.

LADIES do it to guys too. You too can pick up the phone and call him.

Think!

The final part

OH..MY WIFE. 6

I stylishly danced towards the TV stand with my erected local government. My wife was
tweaking . The smell of her perfume reminds me of our wedding night . The spirit of malice
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between my wife and I died the very moment she took off her clothes and the very moment I
watched her tweaked.

She was twerking and twerking when I heard a knock on the door. I went to the door and
discovered it was Mr Johnson. He stood at the door entrance with his both hands on his
waist.

" My face show and my shoe shine" he spoke cheerfully.

" What do you mean by that ? Abi you done win lottery?" I asked surprisedly.

" The wall of Jericho has finally fallen. My wife has fallen yakata on my bed. She thinks she
wise . I used all the strategies in this world just to make her fall and to God be the glory she
has fallen flat like flat tyre"

" You don't mean it . How did you do it ?" I asked. Mr Johnson glanced at me, shook his
head, and laughed out loud.

" You just dey dey play. We are not in the same level. As we speak, my lovely wife is inside
the house preparing my favorite Amala and bitter leaf soup " he spoke as he rubbed his both
hands together.

" My wife has totally refused to fall . I have tried all the strategies I used on my girls before I
got married but to no avail. That woman no want just fall. I think she has an iron heart. I
bought shawarma and pizza she went and bought the same thing . I bought those boxers
you asked me to buy still she didn't fall. I don't just know what to do at all. I think all I need to
do is to swallow my pride and go on my knees before her for peace to reign. I am tired " I
spoke agitatedly.

" When you do that , she will think she has power over you . My brother keep seducing her
till she talks to you just like my wife. Mr Fresh remember the code; man must not fall "

" Come to think of it. How did you do it ? How did you seduced your wife? Because I have
tried all your strategies and none of them seems to be working for my wife" I asked
desperately.

He smiled.

" All you need to do is just one thing and nothing else "

"And what is that one thing "

"Dance naked before her "

"Naked?"

"Oh , yes naked. My wife saw the way I was dancing without clothes and she fell yakata just
like a snake that swallowed goat, Fresh don't just forget the code man must not fall "
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"Mr Johnson , I think dancing naked is what I will do before her. If dancing naked will make
her fall just like your wife, then mine shall fall to nought " I coincide .

I thanked Mr Johnson and went back in to the house . I walked with my both hands behind
and sat on the couch .

I gazed at my shirtless wife and swallowed saliva. " Amara, just swallow your pride and say
something to me your husband and everything will be alright " I thought to myself as i stared
at her sexy charming laps and boobs.

Later at night , my wife and I were all seated in the bedroom pressing our phones when I
recalled what Mr Johnson had said about walking naked befor her. I quickly got up and
walked to the bathroom. I took a sweet shower and came out from the bathroom totally
naked.

I stylishly walked towards her with my erected local government. She gazed at me and kept
mute.

I stylishly catwalked round the bedroom waiting for her to fall but to no avail. " Where exactly
is my selling point ? Nothing I do make this woman fall. What is it I must do to just see her
talk to me? " I pondered

That night , I slept naked on the same bed with my wife without her making any posture.

The next day, I returned from work very tired and hungry. I walked in to the sitting room and
saw my wife on the couch watching a movie. I walked passed her without uttering a word.

I took a shower and came and sat down with my empty stomach. My wife got up from the
couch and went straight to the bedroom . Minutes later, my wife came out naked.

I watched her catwalked before my two eyes to the sitting room. Every part of her were
shaking . I stylishly stared at her curves and swallowed saliva.

She stared at me right in the eyes with her both hands on her boobs. Her eyes were
sparkling, I glanced at her sexy shape and said to myself " I can not come and loose my wife
all because of a code" I went to where she was seated, and grabbed her by the waist and
planted a kiss on her lips.

" Honey, I am sorry "

" I am sorry too" she mumbled in a sweet tone.

I smiled and planted another kiss on her lips.

" I prepared your favorite pounded yam and egusi soup. I wanted using it as my last strategy
to get you back. I said if you didn't fall to it , I will just leave to my fathers house" she said
in tears .
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I wiped off the tears on her eyes and hugged her tight to myself. That night, was the best
night I ever had with my wife. I proved to be the head of the family that day. I gave her head
and she was screaming. Any man that doesnt give his wife head is not the head.

The next morning, after having a sweet breakfast with my wife , she walked me to the door,
hugged me and planted a kiss on my lips .
You need to hear how sweet I sounded on radio that morning.

She went back in to the house when Mr Johnson came out from his house.

" I saw everything that happened, I told you she will fall " he spoke excitedly. I tapped him on
the shoulder , smiled and said to him;

"Mr Johnson. My face don show and my shoe done shine" I kicked my car, and drove to
work .

Ever since then, I have refused to take any advice from a third party in my marriage.

This isn't just a comic story, but a lesson to all married men and womrn out there.
Thanks for reading

THE END..

OH.. My Wife 5

I catwalked to the kitchen, the bedroom, the sitting room and even to the bathroom for my
wife to fall for my selling point but to no avail.

She was just on the couch having her pepper soup fish . " Did she read what is written on my
boxers and sleeveless at all " I said to myself.

I got tried of catwalking and then decided to take a rest on the couch with her. I stared at her
plate of fish and swallowed saliva.

" The last time I prepared something like this was when i was still in my father's house . If I
should eat this kind of fish for a week, haaaah, my face go show and my shoe go shine" she
said to herself aloud as she struggled with her pepper soup fish .

Ever since my wife and I started keeping malice in the house, I stopped eating good food .
It's either I took garri, tea or Sometimes indomie.

My wife knows I am not a cooking type if not everywhere would've been stew .

Sundays remind me of the special time my wife and I used to have while cooking Sunday
rice.
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My wife knows me too well taking meat from the pot while cooking. Tom and Jerry play used
to be our play in the house when ever I took something without her permission.

I have been feeding on fast food ever since we started this husband and wife war. The truth
is that, no woman cooks like my wife . I fell in love with her cooking and finds it irritating
eating out.

My wife knows I don't eat out no matter what till I got home . It got used to me that any food I
taste outside my home tastes like poison. I am very sure my wife took that as my weak point
.

" I can not come and catwalk with empty stomach and die " I said to myself and walked to
the bedroom and changed.

I changed my clothes and left the house to an eatery. I bought my wife favorite shawarma
and pizza . Pizza and shawarma used to be her best . Sometimes she calls me from work to
get her pizza or shawarma when coming home and she will eat every piece of it .

" Ha, ha, haaa, She think say she wise. This is her weak point . If my wife doesn't fall on this
shawarma and pizza, I swear I no do again " I said to myself as I made ordered of pizza and
shawarma.

I paid and hurriedly left to my house . I changed in to my boxers and sleeveless. I drew the
center table closer to the couch and sat down with my pizza and shawarma.

I was eating happily when my wife walked in with a big black leather. She sat down on the
other couch and began to loosen it. " Only God knows what's inside it " I mumbled to myself.

I stared at her and pushed in a hand full of pizza in to my mouth and chewed it like a goat
chewing grass .

She glanced at me for some minute and continued to untire her leather. When I discovered
she was staring , I opened the shawarma leather and cut some of it , raised it up, and
pushed it in to my mouth and began to chew it this time like a cow chewing grains.

I also took off my shirt to show out my packs . I took it off only to find out that my packs
were gone only my ribs were showing out . I felt it with my hands and said to myself " hunger
na bastard"

I was stylishly chewing and waiting to see what was in her leather bag when she brought
out shawarma and pizza with a chilled wine . The wine she brought out was my favorite
wine. seeing it reminds me of our wedding night.

" What is really going on? She is the one supposed to fall not the other way round: No this
can't be . This is not working at all " I thought angrily to myself.

My wife arranged her pizza , shawarma and wine on the floor and sat down like a Chinese
monk.
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She pulled off her top and also pulled off her bra. My wife was shirtless before my own eyes
.

I stared at her standard Breast and shook my head the negative way . The wife i was
supposed to tempt with my boxers and six packs finally turned to tempt me with her fresh
standard boobs .

She used her two hands, raised her boobs up, and let them jump. I watched them dangled
on their own. I was now panting like a man that fell from a 3-storey building.

" God thank you for giving me sexy boobs and hips . Thank you for creating me with special
selling points " she prayed aloud .

I watched my wife walked to the DVD and played a song "are you coming" by naira marley
featuring Busiswa .

I wanted leaving the sitting room for her when she started tweaking. She tweaked with every
parts of her selling point. I stared at her buttocks as they rise and fall like dollar to naira.

I stared at my all eyes on me boxers and discovered that the machine inside it has finally
given it a curve shape . I used my both hands and covered my local government.

" Man must fall . I can not continue to deny myself from falling in to temptation with my own
wife. This tweaking has finally got me down . Mr Johnson, I am sorry for the wall of Jericho
has finally fallen tonight " I said to myself nodding my head to naira marley song.

The story still continues…

OH.. My Wife 4

On each of the boxers was written all eyes on me . I got home but couldn't find my wife . "
Where could she had gone ? " I said to myself as I arranged my sexy boxers .

" Amarachi, today you shall fall. Today you shall see my selling point and nothing will stop
you from begging me to make love to you " I bragged with my all eyes on me boxers .

I went round the house but my wife was no where to be found . " Is it when i want to tempt
her with my sexy boxers that she will leave the house ? " I triggered a question to myself.

I was stylishly looking for my wife in the compound when Mrs Johnson walked in. She was
holding a big Bible that was a size of a dictionary.

" Good morning Mr Fresh . Your face show but your shoe no shine. I am very sure you didn't
go to church " she said .
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I glanced at her and smiled . " I talk am!!. Your face show but your shoe no shine " she
exclaimed.

" Mrs Johnson please i don't have time for shoe shine and face show . Please have you
seen my wife ? I just returned from the market but didn't find her "

" Your wife you said ? I saw her on black mini skirt before going to church . Mr Fresh you are
really taking good care of your wife Oooh … When I saw her, I didn't believe my eyes . I
thought I was the only one with hips , I didn't know that your wife have them . Your wife is
still looking single and unmarried. I swear her face show and her shoe shine " she said .

" Mrs Johnson if I don't take care of my wife who will ? " She smiled and went to her
apartment

Mrs Johnson was right about my wife's shape . My wife used to wear palazo to cover her
shape . I started noticing my wife's curves and boobs when we started keeping malice.

I was about leaving to my apartment when Mr Johnson walked in . " Fresh I saw a lady with
black mini skirt at your house this morning. Have you start smuggling in ladies to the house?
" He asked surprisedly.

" Haaaaaah Mr Johnson , you know I can't do that naaaah. Beside If i should, my wife will kill
me and wake me up and still kill me again. That woman has a stone heart " I replied .

"If the person I saw with mini skirt this morning was your wife then my friend you must be
facing what we call true temptation" he was trying to talk further when my wife walked in .

I looked at her and shook my head . My wife that used to have two flat buttocks has finally
added extra two on them .

I started seeing my wife's beauty glittering every single day that passes by.

" Mr Johnson, the way I am seeing this thing it will be better I give up on this code stuffs
ooh. What am missing not talking to my wife is plenty Oooh.. I will just go inside and fall on
her body yakata " I said to him .

" No try am . No try that thing . You told me you have bought boxers. Why giving up on day
two ? See let me tell you, all you need to do now is to go in there, take your bath and wear
them . If possible catwalk for before her. Catwalking is not meant for women alone men to
does it . As am talking to you that's what I am going to go and do to my wife inside " he
warned .

I hurriedly left Mr Johnson and went to my apartment. My wife was still putting on her black
tempting mini skirt. The top she wore was showing her boobs.

I glanced at it and swallowed a big saliva . " Amarachi your face show and your boobs shine
but believe me man must not fall " I thought to myself .
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I rushed in to the bathroom and took a sweet shower . I washed my selling point and applied
seduction perfume on it . I also applied it on my boxers .

I wore it with one of my tight sleeveless. On the sleeveless was written kiss me passionately
while on the boxers was all eyes on me .

I wore the boxer and my sleeveless to the sitting room and sat down on the couch. My wife
came out from the kitchen with a plate of pepper soup fish and a bottle water .

She stared at my boxers and laughed out loud to herself. " What is funny ? Why is she
laughing? " I thought to myself in confusion.

I stylishly got up from the couch to the bedroom . I got to the bedroom and took a viewed of
myself in the mirror and found out that the expensive boxer i bought has tore on the buttocks
.

I changed the tore one and went back to the sitting room. I stared at my wife and started
catwalking round the sitting room with my all eyes on me boxers and kiss me passionately
sleeveless .

The story continues…..

OH… My Wife 3

I walked closer to her, stared at her curves, and walked to the fridge. My heart was
pounding, the spirit was willing , but the mind was stubborn.

She noticed I was staring at her hips and stamped her legs to the ground and all her selling
point began to shake .

The wife I used to know finally became a tempting machine. My wife that usually fry with
thick and long sleeve clothes finally start cooking half naked . " Oooh Lord what a
temptation" I thought to myself.

She fried six eggs and enough plantain that could serve three to four persons . I was
stylishly staring at the plantain and egg when she dished all to her plate and took it to the
sitting room .

I sat down on the kitchen chair and thought of how mother used to prepare pounded yam
and egusi soup but to avail .

" Amarachi think she have sense . Let me too kukuma cook indomie and egg that could feed
eight people and eat alone " I thought to myself and started preparing it .

As I was preparing it, I went to the sitting room to perceive the aroma of my cooking but
couldn't perceived any.
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I went outside the compound and stood at the kitchen window but couldn't perceived any
aroma .

" What and what will I put on this indomie to make it scent nice and tempting ?" I mumbled.

I was about going in to the house when I saw Mr Johnson washing plate outside. I went to
where he was and tried to sniffed the aroma of my cooking but couldn't perceived any.

" Mr Johnson can you perceive anything from my kitchen? " I asked .

"Something like what?" He mumbled.

" Can't you perceive any aroma of someone cooking ? I am cooking indomie and enough
eggs but the aroma is not booming as I expected" I replied.

" Hmmmm. I can't perceive anything aside the toilet water from the next compound" he
replied. I glanced at him angrily and left to the kitchen.

After preparing my indomie, I brought it to the sitting room and sat where my wife could see
me .

As I was about eating , I discovered that the colour of my indomie was green instead of it
normal colour.

I sat down and ate despite it saltiness. My wife came a little closer to where I was , and sat
down with her plate of plantain and a glass of milk.

" This plantain is tasting delicious . I sat down and thought of how plantain and egg with a
glass of milk will be before giving it a try . I didn't know I have been missing good food " she
said to herself.

After eating her plantain and egg, she laid down on the couch with her legs both spread.

I stared at her body shape and swallowed saliva . " Man must not fall" I said to myself and
went to the bedroom.

Later in the night , my wife went to the bathroom , bath , and came and laid down with her
transparent short night wears .

I could recalled telling her to always put it on when ever we both want to have a good time.
While on bed, she pushed her buttocks close to my body .

The softness of her buttocks passed through my blood vein to the down stairs. I stared at it
and shook my head the negative way saying ; "man must not fall"

The next day Sunday morning , I got up from the bed as early as possible just to avoid
temptation.
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I was brushing up when I saw Mr Johnson dressed up for church. I ran out and met him .

" Mr Johnson , seems like man will soon fall ooh. My wife has been using her selling points
to tempt me . The way I am seeing it man go fall ooh " i said to him .

He looked at me, smiled and said; " Freshmann my friend. You also have selling point . Why
not use it and tempt her ? . Or better still get new boxers and wear them the way I do .
Dress tempting as well . Don't let her be tempting you tempt her too.. pull off your shirt and
walk round the house if she didn't fall call me Monkey" he said

That morning, I went to the market and bought three packs of boxers that they wrote all
eyes on me .

THE story continues…

OH.. MY WIFE 2

My wife sat beside me with her legs crossed. I stylishly stared at her boobs with my left eye.
The boobs I used to know finally increased in shape and size .

The other part of me was willing to touch while the other part of me was still forming Odeshi.

My wife got up beside me and walked to the television side to plough her phone. She bent
her waist and every part of her were shaking.

The mini skirt brought out her shape . I didn't know my wife has a tempting shape untill
during our malice times.

I discovered I wasn't watching at the television anymore but her . When she discovered that,
she pushed her hair sideways and rubbed her laps and also arranged her boobs .

" Oooh, I need a serious massage on my waist" she said . I stared at her and still kept quiet.
She laid on the carpet flat . Her inner wears were showing out .

I glanced at her sexy laps and swallowed saliva. I stared at her hips , shook my head and
said to myself; " Man shall not fall " the other part of me was scanning her curves while the
other was scanning her boobs.

" What have I gotten myself in to ? Something I would've enjoy is now a tempt to me.
Johnson, Johnson your plans won't work " I said to myself and left the sitting room to the
kitchen.

I drank a full cup of cold water to calm my body temperature. I came back and met my wife
doing sit-up .

Her beauty increased as I stylishly peeped at her from the kitchen door. " Ben man shall not
fall " the voice kept coming .
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I glanced at her and took the back door to the compound . I was sitting in the compound with
my two hands on my head when Mr Johnson walked in with bread and akara .

" Fresh my man. This one you are outside hope all is well ? " He asked .

" All is not well Oooh Mr Johnson . It seems to me that man must fall to night Oooh" I replied
.

" Haaaaaah Fresh, it's just day one and you want to give up? I told you women are trickish
or have you forgotten the code ? Man must not fall. All you need to do is to try everything
possible to resist temptation. My wife yesterday slept naked beside me . Every part of her
body was touching my own body . But believe me naa …. Man must not fall " he said .

" Who owns this akara and bread you are holding?" I asked .

" Hmmmm my wife has refused to cook in that house . She only cook for herself . If not for
the code ehnnn, what will I be doing with akara and bread this early Morning? It would have
been correct Amala and bitter leaf soup . My wife knows what I eat every Saturday na " he
replied.

" Fresh let me go inside and tempt my wife with this hot akara and bread " he said and left to
his apartment .

After sitting outside for a complete hour, I decided to go in to the house to rest my head . I
opened the back door and a fresh aroma traveled through my nose .

I walked into the kitchen and found my wife on bra and pant frying egg and plantain. She
was looking tempting . Seems to me her hips and beauty increase every minute .

I looked at what she was frying and got tempted . Infact, I was double tempted with her
curves and the food she was preparing.

" Man must fall Oooh" I said to myself walking towards her.

The story continues…..Start your day with laughter

Ooh.. My Wife ..
part 1

Carry chair make I blast una small Tori . Don't laugh alone oooo, invite ur friends to this
group to learn also

After a serious misunderstanding with my wife , I decided to beg for her forgiveness just for
peace to reign but to no avail.

My wife refused saying a word even when I bought her all the sweet , sweet things she didn't
asked for .
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I bought her suya every night I return from work. I Sometimes bought her pizza and
shawarma but she will eat everything and go to bed without saying a word .

This has been going on for days so for that, I stopped eating her food .The wife I got married
to finally developed a stone heart.

I confronted my neighbor Mr Johnson about it which he came up with an international idea of
me letting her be for a week .

" How can I share the same bed with her without talking to her ? what if con, con…"

"Taaah!! , who conji help ?" He interrupted.

" As we speak, my wife and I are in serious war. We don't talked to each other. She has
been trying to tempt me with her body moves but never shall a man fall " he said .

That same evening, I walked to the bed room and found my wife pressing and laughing with
her phone . The phone I bought for her has finally taken my place as her husband.

" Amara, since you have decide not to talk to me your husband anymore, just dey your dey
and I will dey my dey. Cook your food and eat alone and I will do same " I spoke angrily to
her and left.

That night, we both slept on the same bed without uttering a word to each other.

The next day, which happened to be Saturday, I was in the sitting room watching my news
peaceful and happily when my wife came and sat beside me with a plate of rice and chicken.

I stared at the plate of rice and swallowed saliva . To be sincere everywhere was stew . Am
very sure my wife added extra ingredients on that rice and chicken because the aroma
didn't scent as she used to cook.

I wanted asking her my own share of the rice and chicken as usual when I recalled what I
had told her about eating her food alone .

I still recalled what Mr Johnson my neighbor had told me ; " Ben, she will want to tempt you.
Always runaway from her temptation . Women are always trickish"

In other not to fall for her rice and chicken , I left her presence to the kitchen. Reaching the
kitchen, I saw a big padlock on the pot she used in cooking .

I looked at it ,smiled and made tea for myself . I went back to the sitting room and found her
struggling with chicken lap .

I stared at the chicken lap she was struggling with and swallowed a big saliva .
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" This chicken is too soft and sweet. Oooh gosh!! I can't believe i am going to finish this
sweet delicious plate of rice and two chicken laps all alone by myself this early morning" she
said .

I ones again glanced at her plate of rice and swallowed another saliva . The other part of me
wanted some chicken while the other part of me was forming not interested.

I watched as she pieced the chicken bones with her teeth . She purposely made those
crosssss , crosssss sounds with it in other to draw my attention.

" This woman is a good actress I swear . But no matter what, man shall not fall " I thought to
myself .

I was stylishly watching at the television when she got up and sang happily to the kitchen. I
was still with my cup of tea when she walked right in front of me to the bedroom.

I smiled and nodded my head the positive way like a professor. I was still watching my news
when she came out from the bedroom with a mini skirt and a top that shows out her boobs.

Her laps were showing out as I watched her catwalk right in front of me . I stared at her
boobs and swallowed saliva.

" Man shall not fall " I said to myself . She came and sat beside me arranging her boobs and
mini skirt.

Guys please support your guy because man must not fall.

Marriage is not a business arrangement. Don't choose an accountant because you are a
businessman so that she can help take care of your finance. Don't choose a nurse because
you are a doctor! Don't choose a caterer because you are an event planner! Don't choose a
teacher because you have a school you want her to manage. Don't marry a singer because
you are a pastor. A true husband/wife will naturally complement the career of his/her spouse
irrespective of what he/she does. Don't push people away because they are not doing the
kind of job you want.

When you make business the anchor of your marriage the things that trouble businesses will
begin to harass your marriage.

Do not say because you are short in stature then you must choose a tall husband to
"balance things" it is not your stature or career that your mate complements but your
NATURE!

Every marriage contracted on business terms is on CREDIT!!!

May God today..., lead you to the person that is suitable to your destiny and you will have a
blissful marriage. Amen! Happy Sunday.
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Most haters are stuck in a poisonous mental prison of jealousy and self-doubt that blinds
them to their own potentiality. They look at your good appearance with an ugly fiendish eye,
and ruin your positive qualities with their chemical infested tongues. They are those who
inadvertently grant power to another man's words by continuously trying to spite him. If a
man gets to the point in life where he can simply say, 'The sky is blue,' and people
indignantly rush up trying to refute him saying, 'No, the sky is light blue,' then, whether they
realize it or not, he has become an authority figure. Such person is a superstar. Such person
is an icon. Such man has touched lives. Tuface Idibia said “if nobody talks about you then
you’re nobody” so your haters are your fans and they promote you more and better.
Haters don't really hate you, they hate themselves because you're a reflection of what they
wish to be.

Some people are just being nice based on how they were raised, stop thinking you’re using
them.

Don't BE a good man outside while your wife and children are at home crying and dying in
heart break.

Don't be a humble and submissive woman while you don't respect your husband at home.

Being A Good Person Is Like Being A Goal Keeper,
No Matter How Many Goals you Save, People Will Only Remember The One you Missed….

Many times in our lives, life crumples us and grinds us into the dirt. We make bad decisions
or deal with poor circumstances. We feel worthless. But no matter what has happened or
what will happen, you will never lose your value. You are special – Don’t ever forget it!

Sometimes, no matter how nice you are, how kind you could be, how caring you are, how
loving you are, it just isn't enough for some people.

Stop catching feelings for everyone that shows you little attention.

I went to the Police Station yesterday to secure the Bail of one of my friend's younger
brother.

While I was there, a guy that was arrested was brought in and I had to listen to their
conversation and interrogation, so I can know the reason why the guy was arrested.

From their interrogations and conversation, this is what the guy did.

His friend complained of having malaria and as a good Samaritan, he told his friend that he
has some malaria drugs at home and decides to help his friend by giving him one of the
malaria drugs at home.

Unknown to him that the drug has expired while he kept it at home.
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The Friend used the Malaria drug and developed health issues after some hours, which led
to his death.

Hmmmm... This is a very serious case for that Guy.
I told you people one time on this my page, that you should not be a good Samaritan,
instead be a wise Samaritan.

A wise Samaritan that wants to help will give that friend money to go and use his own hands
to buy the Malaria drug.

Stop giving people drugs or any herbal mixture all in the name of you just want to help.

Stop giving people your phone to make call, instead give them money to buy card, since you
wish to help
Don't allow anyone sleep over in your house without the awareness of his or her parents or
spouse.

Been a Good Samaritan has sent many people to Prison.

Be a wise Samaritan henceforth.

If you love your family and friends, you will share this post to them and even tag them, so
they can Learn.

Ignorance of the law is not an excuse

NEVER EVER FORGET THESE LESSONS OF LIFE

*1. Always remember that you can grow without destroying others.*

*2. Always remember that your dreams can be fulfilled without sabotaging others.*

*3. Always remember that nobody must go down for you to rise.*

*4. Always remember that nobody must be shamed or embarrassed for your smile to be
sustained.*

*5. Always remember that while others are rising, you can also rise.*

*6. Always remember that finding satisfaction in the pain of others will never bring you true
happiness.*

*7. Always remember that what you wish others is a prayer for yourself.*

*8. Become the good fire that genuinely lights up others, not one that ruins the joy, goodwill,
and expectation of others.*
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*9. Never take delight in causing pain or sponsoring the tears of another.*

*10. Never ever use your position in authority to punish others. You never know tomorrow.
Life is uncertain.*
*Also, never use the position you occupy today to frustrate others, for you never can tell
what the future holds tomorrow.*

*11. *Allow the true FEAR OF* *GOD to guide your days,* *STRENGTHEN YOUR*
*RELATIONSHIPS and SET* *YOUR COURSE*

12,,, *NEVER, I REPEAT,* *NEVER LOOK DOWN ON* *ANYBODY EXCEPT YOU ARE*
*ADMIRING THEIR* *SHOES*
..
**This is the path to true* *peace, lasting influence, and* *MEANINGFUL LIVING.*

*STAY BLESSED,TAKE CARE* *OF THE PEOPLE, YOU MEET* *ON YOUR WAY UP,
THEY MAY* *BE THE SAME PEOPLE YOU MEET* *ON YOUR WAY DOWN..

The dance of a mad man is only funny when he is not your family Member.. Do not rejoice at
the fall and failure of others.

WHY SOME PEOPLE DON'T ENJOY
SEX...✍
1. LACK OF LOVE
Love is the greatest aphrodisiac; when you are in love with someone, you find everything
about them sexy, you surrender to pleasure. Sex is more than getting to the climax, it's an
act of intimacy, it's also about the journey that leads to the climax and the reason why the
climax is special. That's why you should marry the one you are in love with and the one that
loves you.

2. THINKING TOO MUCH
When you are making love, free your mind and pleasure will follow. Put the stress aside,
stop thinking about the baby, about the bills, about your responsibilities, whether your skin is
too sweaty, whether you're making too much noise, whether you're doing it right, whether
you are hard or wet enough. Stop worrying, you and your spouse deserve this moment of
pleasure. Pleasure is first sought after in the mind.

3. COMPARISONS
When you compare and make your expectation of what good sex is based on what you read
in magazines, what you read online and what you hear from friends; when you compare the
size of your hubby's tool with what you hear from friends, compare your wife's body and
tricks with what you hear; you will not enjoy sex with your spouse. Sex is custom-made for
every couple, leave the world behind, it's just you two.
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4. PORNOGRAPHY
Pornography confuses you, it plants images of strangers in your mind. Pornography
becomes addictive as you are ever searching for the next steamy scene by strangers on
screens. Slowly you become numb to your spouse's sexiness as you drool over strangers;
even when you climax, it's not because you are thinking about your spouse but because you
are thinking of porn stars. Pornography is like taking a walk with your spouse in the streets
and desiring every person who passes your way, you wouldn't do that in the streets, why do
that on screens?

5. PROMISCUITY
Sleeping with many people drains you, eventually, you feel lost. Eventhough sex takes you
to a form of high, sex comes with deep feelings of emptiness

BE WISE. DON'T KILL YOUR MAN...

Do you know that there are more widows than widowers?

Do you know that most husbands death are stress related?

Do you know that most wives don't know that their husbands are doing so much for the
family until the poor man is dead and gone? That is when the wife realizes the enormity of
responsibility the husband was carrying.
Wives need to understand and give their husbands peace at home.

Are men not trying? While we encourage men to be romantic but do you think an African
man with all kinds of loads and responsibilities be expected to be as romantic as an
American man? Women, please give your husbands peace at home. Encourage your
husbands. Stop being sarcastic to them.

Except if you like to join the widows club early. Note that the widows club is not funny. Ask
members.
Help your husband. Contribute to the family.

Be a helper. Be submissive. Stop nagging. Build your home and marriage. It is not greener
outside there.

Don't be deceived!!
Help your husband to live

Sometimes ago Aliko Dangote, Femi Otedola, Jimoh Ibrahim, Mike Adenuga... were looking
at Abiola, Nwanyawu, Igbinedion, Dantata as YOU are doing now.

Sometimes ago Messi, Ronaldo, Ronaldinho were looking at Maradonna, Roberto Baggio,
Romario, Jeep Stam, Luther Mathaius as YOU are doing now.
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Sometimes ago Bill Gate, Warren Buffett, Carlos Helu... were looking at Rosthschild,
Rockefeller, Henry Ford as YOU are doing now.

Sometimes ago GEJ, Late President Yaradua were looking at Tafawa Balewa, Muritala M,
IBB as YOU are doing now

Sometimes ago Adeboye, Oyedepo, Areogun, Kumuyi... were looking at Ayo Babalola,
Obadare, Idahosa, Kc Price... as YOU are doing now.

Sometimes ago, Emeifile, Sanusi Lamido, Soludo were looking at Clement Isong, Vincent,
O.Ahmed, M.Borno as YOU are doing now.

The only thing that speaks in the lives of these people and the only difference among them is
TIME called TOMORROW. Your tomorrow is only in the hands of God. Get ready to fill the
vacuum of the Legend you are looking at as you read this message. Grace of God will
eventually take you there.

Don't stop when the road is closed. Continue even if it will take you to create another. We will
all get there by special grace of God.

Every king was once a crying baby, every Principal was once a Pupil and every building was
once a picture. The person you admire so much was once a nobody. The person you
attended his or her wedding was once a chief bachelor or spinster. So why worry in life?

It's not about where you are today but where you will reach tomorrow. Alphabet *"O''* which
stands for Opportunity, is absent in *''yesterday''* but once in *''tOday'*' And three times in
*"tOmOrrOw''* So Stay Positive Always and have hope. Your tomorrow will surely be better
than today. Believe in yourself and never give up.

*The future is Bright!*

KEEP LEARNING, KEEP GROWING

First sign of a womanizer in a relationship is that he will demand for sex. When you say no,
he will keep convincing you and if you insist he will stop calling and gradually dump you.

First sign of a lady that needs help instead of love in a relationship is that she will ask for
money and keep asking for money when you refuse or could not give, her character will
change towards you and gradually dump you

Beware of this kind of people, they don't really mean well for you.

As a married woman that wants her husband to be all over her, looking at her as if he wants
to eat her, you can not afford to smell anyhow other than sweet and appealing in the house,
If you like be a fish seller.
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How can a married woman be smelling like folic acid in the bedroom, and you want a
romantic husband, that will be licking your body, o wrong na.
Come home, have ya bath, put on something beautiful and sexy, apply some perfumes and
deodorant...And let the romance begin...
Sometimes when I sit close to some laides, and women, I feel for their husbands who have
to lie by them all through the night.. Me? I will pour you a bottle of Perfume. You must scent
nice for the ministry.
That was how a lady came to stand in my front the other day, I nearly joined my ancestors,
talk less of sitting with her, even being in the same room not even bed now oh.... No oh, You
cannot come and give me respiratory problems.
God fearing man is not in this one, do fine hairstyle and look beautiful to catch his attention if
you want the sparks to fly.
You want him to play with your hair, that hair that there is dandruff? Three months old
weavon on the head, Na lie. God no go shame us...
I see some slay Queens walking about with hair odor, what are you slaying Laidat? our
oxygen?
It's not only to speak in tongues, and be shouting "Lord use me, set me on fire", Read
Proverbs, Read Songs of Solomon and learn something... Don't come and cry, my husband
does not stay at home,.. He probably doesn't want to develop Asthma.
WISDOM IS PROFITABLE TO DIRECT ABEG..
"A WOMAN THAT FEARS GOD, AND SMELLS FINE, SHE SHALL BE LOVED NI OH..."

Ladies
Do you know that Wearing tight underwear suffocates the honey pot from breathing fresh air
and stores up all the
unwanted moisture around that area which makes it the perfect environment for bad bacteria
to grow. You have to let your honey pot breathe and the only way you can do that is by
wearing cotton panties. If possible, white cotton pantries are the best because they have no
dye in them and are super
good for that delicate skin around your honey pot. Wearing tight underwear and at the same
time wearing tight jeans will only make your honey pot suffocate... its like putting it in
prison and it causes odour.. You need to let your honey pot BREATHE.... Lots of girls are
battling with odour without knowing that this is the major cause.
It is advice able that AT NITE you should take your bath and go to bed naked, without pants
for fresh breeze,,, wearing pant
to bed will only cause heat in your honey pot and make your honey pot sweat.. The sweat
makes the honey pot smell...
So please, let your honey pot breathe, it needs some fresh air...
You are not only helping yiurself but also your man, we love odourless women, especially
those that enjoy giving head.

Are you going to bed pant-less tonight??

1. No matter how posh your spouse is, just remember that one day, they'll use the toilet and
may not remember to flush it well. Yes you'll see his/her faeces. Does that sound nice?
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2. As much as you both will smell nice to occasions with glamourous apparels, sometimes
you'd wake up to their bad breaths and body odour! They won't always smell nice.

3. Your wife during dating wore her best panties. In marriage, you might see more of torn
panties, and shame won't even catch her. Be ready, that your hubby who changed boxer
everyday during dating days might be wearing one for a week in marriage.

4. For men with blown egos, one day your wife will challenge, beat her hand to her chest,
and you won't do anything.

5. Some days you'd quarrel with your spouse all through the day, but you'll be forced to
apologise even when you're not at fault because you'll be horny at night and can't just hold it.
Konji will humble your ego.

6. Your seraphic and sanctimonious spouse who you hardly saw any fault in, after
honeymoon might be the most annoying thing ever. E dey clear for eyes sometimes. lol

7. As a man who's all passionate about sex now, you can't wait to marry. A time will come in
marriage, she'd walk around naked and your dick won't even erect. “Young woman abeg let
me rest I'm tired..”

8. Your wife will provoke you and you'd reject food, thinking she'd beg, and she'd just walk
away and go to bed. Las las, you'll hide and go and eat. That's what we call trimming your
ego. *Holds laugh*

9. Your spouse might love you, but you'll have to deal with the reality that there might be one
of your siblings they won't really like sha.

10. There might be times you'll wake up and feel like, “how did I even marry this person”.
You'll feel like you just want to be, not because they necessarily did anything wrong o. But
guess what? No exit door.

11. Be ready, what used to trip you about your spouse might wane with time. Marriage
comes with a lot of rediscovery and plethora of phases.

12. When you have kids, sometimes you'll just be tired. You'll feel like taking a break from
parenting. As in, you'll just want to throw them into your neighbor's house. But no escape for
you. They are products of your orgasm.

(Jara)
At some point, you'll be feeling your spouse is the most amazing person in the world till you
meet someone else who is 200% better than them. Marriage isn't about having the best, but
building your best.

So are you ready mentally and emotionally?

Your marriage is what you make it to be. Enjoy your home. You will not fail in Marriage in
Jesus name.
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Will this man accept me, if he knows that I'm this? Will this lady accept me if she knows that
I'm this?
This is the song of some people, and has caused a lot of fear in their heart.
Sometimes it is a past bad history, sometimes it is the background, sometimes it is the
health, and sometimes it is a physical feature of the body.
A sister once shared with me that her breast has dropped as a young girl. She is still a
virgin, but naturally as her breast starts developing it is sagging like women's that has been
used for breast feeding a baby.
What can she do? Her heart was filled with fear. Who will accept her? was the thought of
her heart. She was so worried!
A lot of people have one thing or the other that has kept them full of fear of the future about
their marital life, most especially if it's a situation that one cannot change.
From birth I was born crippled, miraculously I walked on my seventh birthday and as I grew
up I didn't like the fact that I limp. I was so conscious of it. I didn't take note of this until
people to pass that comment. At a point in my life I wondered if any woman will ever accept
me for marriage. I didn't see myself as someone that can be loved by any woman.
So many people have one thing or the other they don't like about them selves.
My wife stopped seeing her menses when she was fourteen years old and she kept
wondering if any man would marry her.
As I grew up, most especially in faith. I lost those feelings. I love everything about me.

God created people with beauties. What someone lack is in another, what you have, is
missing in another person. There is no perfect human.
Whatever condition you find yourself, you must accept your self and love yourself first. You
must not allow anything to affect your self confidence. With Christ in you, you are beautiful.
And if is a past occurrence that has caused a negative situation to your life, you must first
forgive yourself if it was caused by your carelessness.
You have to move on in life so you have to forgive yourself so far God has forgiven you.

One of the great sign you will know that a person is your marriage partner is acceptance.
There is someone God has given grace to marry you. Someone that will accept you the way
you are.
Whatever condition or situation, there will be grace for acceptance. That is why it is wrong
for you to hide your situation from someone that wants to marry you.
If he or she is really yours, there will be full acceptance. My wife opened up to me about her
condition the day I proposed to her. She told me to think about the fact that she may not be
able to have Kids because of her condition. I was moved by her story, I know it's not her
fault. A girl has never been touched by a man.

I kept her story to myself
A lot of people make mistake of disguising to be another thing and when their partner
discover many things in marriage, the marriage will turn sour. Don't hide anything from
someone that wants to marry you.
I have seen crippled, blind, deaf and dumb marrying complete people of no ailments. And I
have also seen complete people without any ailments stayed without marriage partner till old
age.
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It is not one condition or physical looks or body feature that keeps people away from
marriage. But inability to meet their grace partners. Sometimes, this is not ordinary.
We shared our situations with each other. And we fought and won together.

God has a purpose for you! Not every man is prepared for you. Not every woman is
prepared for you. Your own man will accept you the way you are. Your own woman will
accept you the way you are. If you are a child of God, you have a future in the hand of God.
He says:
For I know the thoughts that I think toward you, saith the LORD, thoughts of peace, and not
of evil, to give you an expected end. Jeremiah:29:11
All you need to do is to trust Him and also prepare yourself for the right person!
God will settle you this year in the mighty name of Jesus!

A lady said she can't marry a guy because they are just friends, my question is that, is it her
enemy she want to marry?

I saw her crying and I asked her what the problem was and she narrated her odeal.

One day, my car broke down on the road, and despite my attempts to fix it, I was
unsuccessful. I stood there for a while, hoping for help, but most people passed by without a
second glance.

After what felt like an eternity, a kind stranger finally stopped to assist me.

"What's wrong with the car?" he asked in a smooth voice, his chocolate-toned body towering
over me, his well-trimmed beard adding to his charm.

"I'm Sandra, and you?" I said, smiling in gratitude.

"I'm David," he replied, extending his hand for a handshake.

I explained my situation to him, and in no time, David had my car running smoothly again.
We exchanged numbers, and I drove off, feeling grateful for his help.

Throughout the day, thoughts of David lingered in my mind — his gentleness and handsome
appearance had left an impression on me.

Around midnight, he called, and we talked on the phone for hours about random topics that I
soon forgot after the call ended.

Within a week, we started dating. As our relationship progressed, I discovered that David
was jobless and staying with a friend. Despite his situation, I loved him deeply.

Eventually, David's friend asked him to leave his house as he was preparing to get married.
With nowhere else to go, I invited David to stay with me.
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I encouraged him to keep applying for jobs, reassuring him that something would work out
eventually. He often asked for money, and I willingly provided, hoping it would help him in his
search for employment. I bought him clothes, took him out, and supported him in every way I
could.

"Don't worry, babe. Once I get a job, I'll spoil you silly," he would say, his words filled with
hope and promise.

I patiently waited for that day.

One evening, I returned home from work without my car in the compound. I wasn't
immediately alarmed, thinking David might have taken it for some errands as he usually do.

But when I entered the living room, I found a note on the table. It read,

"Dear Sandra, you're a wonderful woman, but I can't rely on you forever. Since a job hasn't
come my way, I've taken your car. I plan to sell it, use the proceeds to start a business with
the proceeds, I just hope you will understand me."

I stood there for some minutes speechless, unsure whether to cry or scream.

Don't be carried away by any small kind gesture, some maybe set up.

If you see anybody staging public marriage proposal, two things are involved.

Level One, they have been DATING each other for years and now the guy wants to move
their Relationship to the next level by making a marriage proposal so that courtship can now
begin proper. (In most cases, planning wedding is the next actually)

Level Two, from being friends/colleagues/schoolmate.... the brother has done his due
diligence, proposed marriage, the sister has accepted privately then he makes an official
public proposal with a ring. Your "Yes" is sure as you put the ring in her finger.
lastly, some foolish guys who only embarass themselves in front of camera even when they
are not sure if she will say yes.

As onlookers, please keep your chorus of "Say yes say yes" to yourself because you don't
know what their journey looks like. So many ladies who accepted public marriage proposal
on Level one did it to save the guy of national embarrassment. Only ladies who have dated
a man for years, waited endlessly for when he would pop the question of marriage would
actually be screaming YES YES YES upon proposal.

The other side of the coin is that some ladies too find the guys only "date-able" but not
"marriage-able", two can play the game now. These ones don't care whether the proposal is
done in International Airport or National Theatres and onlookers are shouting say yes say
yes, na "NO" you go get.
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For a friend you have never proposed marriage to privately, public proposal isn't the right
way. She needs time to process your proposal.

I have interacted with countless engaged singles
I have seen so many brothers who are heartbroken because their fiancées disengage from
them after years of courtship relationship.

The amazing thing to me is how those sisters confessed to not being sure the relationship
would lead to marriage from the very beginning but they just accepted to tag along because
the brothers shared one big revelation and his conviction was deep.

Some sisters put it point blank "I am no longer convinced you are my husband" "I am
confused about marrying you" "I think I am yet to meet the One for me" "I think I should pray
and think again" "I need a break" "I found someone else and I am seeing fresh visions" "I am
inlove with someone and my parent received prophecy about us"
When asked if there are issues, many of them did say no but they're just backing out
because they missed it from the beginning of the relationship.

Brothers, somehow if you strongly perceive a lady wouldn't accept you, most likely you
wouldn't propose marriage to her. You do have a hope of acceptance this is why you are
pushing your card out to the lady. But my counsel is that you should also be concerned
about why a lady is accepting your proposal. Ask her questions too before somebody wakes
up years later and tell you she's not sure about marrying you.

It takes two to journey on this pathway

Hey, let's talk about DEPRESSION...
1. Stop ignoring that ex best friend who suddenly went broke after loss of job or business.
Reach out.
2. That single mother playing independent is not as fine as she may seem. Her child sleeps
hungry. Her bills are killing her. She is in debts. No, she won't tell you lest you ask her for sex
in return. She is not fine.
Reach out.
3. That jobless drunk brother of yours who the whole family branded 'useless' could be a
drunk for convenience.
Reach out.
4. That beautiful woman who you think has it all... good job, nice body, a face everyone
loves.. No, her inbox is not crowded. And she is not fine.
Reach out.
5. Your girlfriend who has suddenly became lazy, withdrawn and irritable. Don't cheat on her.
She is not being a jerk. She is depressed.
Reach out.
6. That jovial, high-spirited colleague of yours is not fine. He says he is fine, but he is not.
Reach out.
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7. That cheating husband. No cheating is not an excuse. But you are killing him slowly. He is
crying for help. He is looking for love and peace. Don't beat down a man already on his
knees. Don't be another battle he has to fight.
Reach out.
8. Yes, post natal depression is real. You think a mother endured 9 months, labor pains and
it all just to stab her offspring? Your wife is not suddenly nagging. She is depressed. Don't be
a jerk.
Reach out.
9. Suicide is not a selfish act. Reminding a depressed soul that suicide will only transfer their
pain to others is selfish, insensitive and for lack of a better word, EXTREMELY Selfish.
When one resolves to suicide, trust me, they are no longer thinking about the pain. They
want peace. They are tired of your judgmental stares. They are tired of you ignoring them.
They are tired of being a bother to you. There is no pain in death. Depression seeks that
peace.
Reach out.
10. And no, a bottle of whiskey is not reaching out.
And Pay Bills after one has already committed suicide is HYPOCRITICAL. Those goodwill
messages after one is gone are pure Hypocrisy. Reach out to the living. The dead sees no
GOOD.
Meanwhile check on people before it is too late, they are not fine!

Never ever date or marry a person you're not sexually attracted to. Never marry someone
you don't feel the urge to have sex with. Do not marry a man that has never said anything
about sex. Do not marry a woman who doesn't melt and get wet at the sight of you or when
you're giving her some deep emotional lines. Sexual attraction is like magnetic if it does not
connect from the beginning it may never connect

Sexual connection and compatibility is one of the first things you must consider before
marriage.

If sex was not important in marriage, God would have simply created us without
Homo-erectus, viviana and bobby, made us unattractive to one another and found a way for
us to reproduce like plants.

A man is not a bad man because he wants to sleep with you. A man becomes a bad man
only if sleeping with you is the only thing he wants and cannot restrain himself when your
answer is NO.

A man is a bad man because his desire for sex comes before your mental state of mind,
your mood and your health.

That a man ask you for sex doesn't mean that he doesn't love you but if he leaves you or
starts misbehaving because you said NO, then he doesn't love you. Sexual attraction is not
the same as sex. That you are attracted does not mean you should have sex.

This post is for matured minds only Sometimes we just have to tell ourselves the truth.
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So take what you like and leave others for who likes it.

An engagement ring isn’t an assurance for marriage, it could possibly make you his regular
sex-mate or her supermarket. It has happened to many, you better learn.

Checking your guy or girl's phone is 'sometimes' necessary.
It helps you avoid blînd usêleşs investments that can lêad to dêãth.
For married it's a must as you are both watchdog over each other.
Many people contracted STD(infection) because they said everyone should mind their
phone.

Have you ever met a lady that is extremely good, hardworking, beautiful, humble and
decent, yet struggling to get married? then you start wondering if people she have dated are
blind, you wonder why any man will not rush her, it is not every man that has been designed
to see her values, it will take that one person who appreciate those virtue to beg her for
marriage, most times ladies begin to feel they have spiritual problem. No, the one who
knows your value is not just around yet, when he arrives, he will make you feel like a Queen
that you are.
And that man will surely come.

Dear Brother.

The problem with some Men that is delaying them from marriage is that what they want
(CHARACTER) is not coming in the body they desire.

They want a God fearing lady,
along comes one, but she's not busty and curvy enough, so he ignores her

They want a submissive Woman,
along comes one, submissive to a fault, but she's not an outgoing slay queen that knows
how to dress seductively, and open bress and wear tight clothes and fix long nails and
lashes his best friend is dating, so he breaks up with her.

Most Men want a mix,

Slay queen PACKAGING with born again CHARACTER.

Egusi soup with Okro soup.

A godly lady who will give them sex before marriage and be sending nudes.. How na?

So they keep changing their minds, promising and failing, dating and dumping, hopping from
godly to worldly sisters, breaking hearts.

My Brother,
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Chose these day whom you will serve.

Don't allow the devil fool you, a good woman will not dress and package like a bad woman,
and a bad woman will not behave like a good woman.

You may or you may not get EVERYTHING you want PHYSICALLY in the Woman that is
meant to be in your Life by God. There is more to women than their physical look. Mpa close
eyes to what is not achievable and marry one good woman.

1. When you meet a girl, don't think of sex first; don't ask for sex. Even if you are hot inside,
pretend that you are a monk. Stop trying to taste every girl that come your way cause they
are not SUYA.

2.Don't go searching for a virgin, if you are not a virgin yourself. All the girls you have
massacred, who will marry them. Besides, there is no record that virgins make better wives
or are more faithful in marriage. Virgin or not what matters is Godly character. However, it is
a virtue to be married as a virgin.

3. If you are a "modern man," don't look for a "village girl that knows nothing." Soon you will
start complaining that she is too local to fit into your circle of enlightened friends. Besides, a
village girl may "wise up" and trouble will start in your home.

4. Don't look for a girl that is afraid of you: a girl you can always intimidate. Fear is not
respect.

5. Don't be carried away by a girl's physical features: beauty, height, complexion, shape,
breast shape, size and firmness, etc. They matter but they are not critical. In the long run,
child-bearing and age affect these features. Besides, when you have married a woman for
some years, her physical features stop "turning your head."
At that time, what will attract you to her will be what is inside of her: intelligence, wisdom,
self-control, patience, peace, gentleness, character etc.

6. Don't be interested in a girl because of her wealth or her parents' wealth. Even if she is
richer than you or her parents are richer, make it clear from the beginning that you will take
care of your marriage yourself or that both of you will take care of your marriage together.
Don't accept your in-laws taking care of your family responsibilities. Let them allow you to
build your own home. After all, many of them were poorer than you are now when they got
married. If they want you to upgrade to their level, let them support your business, e.g by
supplying their goods to you to sell and make your OWN money or give you enough money
to boost your business.
Say; I HEAR!

The worst human sickness is loneliness. Loneliness is not the absence of people around us.
You can be among people and still feel lonely.
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Loneliness and quietness are not the same. While quietness enhances creativity and
innovation, Loneliness leads to depression and retrogression.

It is good to understand what this mean.

Many single people are lonely. Many married people are also lonely. Even some parents with
kids are lonely.

Millions of married people will likely not chose their spouse again if they have a chance to
make same choice. If marriage have expiration date, many people will not renew their vows.

Loneliness is a state of mind...lost and confused state of separation.

In that state,, you could be lying down with your partner while absent minded.
In that state, you may lose appetite for living because you feel inadequate, incapable,
unwanted, bored and let down. More than that, you feel as though your time has passed.

Loneliness lead to other sicknesses like cancer and obesity. It creates bitterness, quickens
anger, oils resentment, and nourishes hate, even self hate.

In some ways, it could lead one to commit other crimes like rape, murder, abuse,
mistreatment of housemaids and or engage in drug uses.

Loneliness might seem like a trivial health concern, but it packs a powerful punch.

Blood pressure is as much as higher if you make loneliness your friend with worries.
Loneliness affect obesity. Chronically lonely people experience constant bodily wear and
tear, accelerating the aging process. So, you can see how devastating it can be.

As people, do not forget to care for another. Ask them questions. Respond to greetings.
Be serious but find time to play.

If you are lucky to have a partner, please I beg of you, to do everything to find their heart and
be close to it. Learn your spouse. Dig into the little things that make people happy.

Do not assume that you know your spouse. A lot of people do not really know what is in the
mind of their bed partners. So many enemies live together.

Many have lost today because of their yesterday's lust. Find out about people to help them
live. Be an angel, not a discipline master or mistress.

It's ok to act silly and naughty in some days. Take life easy and rest. Yes, joke as well.
Remember years of your youth and act youthful sometime.

If you know how to dance, dance. If you can sing, sing. And if you still got it, flaunt it.

Most important is this: Do not ignore those who greet you. Return greetings. Appreciate and
share grace.
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Do not feel stuck up. Loosen up.

Do not act too churchy. Draw people closer.

So, let's play. It's ok to play. We will not die if we do.

Some people are with you because they have not seen someone better and not because
they want to build a relationship with you.
They are loyal to you because of what they get from you and not because they want to stick
with you, their commitment will tilt when they see someone more beautiful, handsome, and
richer.

If you can't stick with them stop accepting and initiating relationships.

If you can't be faithful and committed to a relationship, you are not ready for a relationship.

BE A GOOD INFLUENCE TO SOMEONE

This is a less popular view, but it seems that morals and values are declining, and behaviors
that should be considered immoral have become the norm. For instance, fake is now the
new real, and perversion is now the new deal.

If you spread positivity, people may ignore you, but if you promote immorality, you will gain
more followers. I don’t know what’s happening to our society. Has it always been this way?
Sometimes it feels like we are moving backward and I think that’s really sad.

So friend, if you can positively influence at least one person in life, you will make a significant
impact in the grand scheme of life. People need people with good minds and energy,
especially in a world filled with negative energy and bad influences.

It's easy to get caught up in this negativity, but choosing to make a difference and be a safe
space for someone, even if it's just one person, is more than enough to create a meaningful
impact.

THE ECHO CHAMBER OF GRATITUDE

It's really heartbreaking to think that there are people out there who go weeks or even
months without anyone checking up on them.

Some people don't have anyone to lean on during tough times - no friends, no family - they
feel all alone. And for some, taking a day off work is not even an option because they can't
rely on anyone to help with their bills. It's a tough reality.
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My friend, if you are fortunate to have caring people in your life whom you can rely on, take a
moment to appreciate them. Show them honor and treat them with the same love and
kindness they have shown you. Many people do not have the privilege of having support by
their side, especially during the holiday season.

Life is like an echo chamber, and what we put out into the world often comes back to us.
When we create an echo chamber of gratitude, where we consistently focus on being
thankful for what we have, it amplifies the blessings and positivity in our lives. On the other
hand, if we spend all our time complaining, we create a negative echo that doesn't bring
much happiness.

EMBRACE PEACE IN A JUDGMENTAL WORLD

I used to believe that keeping to ourselves and not sharing anything about our lives would
prevent people from gossiping. But, I've come to realize that even when you mind your own
business, people will always find something to gossip about.

It seems like a chore for some. If they don't speak negatively about someone, they won't feel
at peace. It’s an unfortunate reality of our society, where people say anything they want just
because they have the freedom to do so.

Friend, if people are talking about you and say all sorts of things, try not to take it personally.
They may be focusing on your life because nothing interesting is happening in theirs.

Live your life in peace. Keep doing your best and focus on you. That’s the only thing you can
control. And if there are any hateful motives behind peoples gossip, rest assured that it will
come back to them.

EMBRACING EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE:
The Power of Unbothered Confidence

In a world where everything can feel personal, mastering the art of managing your emotions
and refraining from impulsive reactions is no easy task. But, the journey is worthwhile.

When you don't take everything personally, even when it feels deeply personal, it shows that
you understand that defensiveness often stems from our own insecurities.

Being easily offended can be a sign of low self-worth, but with emotional intelligence, you
can learn to hear others, respect their beliefs, and respond with a cool understanding that
what may be true for them is not necessarily true for you and vice versa.

Maintaining a strong sense of self allows you to express your opinions, set clear values and
boundaries, all while remaining unaffected by the opinions of others.

We don't always have to agree with each other, as we each have our own unique
perspectives, and that's what makes life vibrant and diverse.
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Friend, practice this mindset, become unbothered and in tune with your emotions; your life
will transform in countless ways, you will radiate an irresistible energy that no one can
shake.

WATCH AFTER YOURSELF:

Dealing With Miserable People!

There’s a difference between being unkind to someone because they triggered you to
respond in an unkind way and being unkind to someone just because you want to and
because it feels good.

People who derive pleasure from hurting others may have significant psychological issues. If
you ever find yourself in a situation where someone mistreats you for no reason, please
don’t blame yourself.

Some people are simply deeply unhappy and may feel the need to project their misery onto
others. This is their struggle to contend with, not yours.

When dealing with such people, the best approach is to simply step away and ignore them.
The less you react to their actions, the less impact their behavior will have on you. It’s like
dealing with a child throwing a tantrum - if you ignore the child, they will eventually get tired
of seeking attention and engage in other activities. If you give them attention, whether
positive or negative, it will only reinforce their behavior.

Friend, maintain an emotional distance between you and people who are not good for you
emotionally. Watch after yourself!

OUR SHARED HUMANITY: Let’s Break Divisions And Embrace Unity!

No matter where we come from or where we fit into society, we all share the same basic
needs as human beings.

Whether we're born in Africa, America, Asia, the Middle East, Europe, Oceania, we all need
love, food, shelter, and opportunities to thrive and grow. Our common humanity binds us
together, highlighting that our needs outweigh our differences.

It's unfortunate that society has created so many divisions among us with labels that make it
seem like some lives are more valuable than others. But the truth is, we're actually more
alike than we are different. Deep down, we all have similar struggles and share the same
desires and emotions. We all want to be loved, respected, and treated with kindness.

Friends, it would be amazing if we could all see each other as equals and embrace the idea
of unity. It's sad that so many people get caught up in superficial pursuits and are driven by
ego, greed, and pride, all in the pursuit of power.
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But we must remember that true power lies in our ability to connect and uplift one another.
Let's focus on what unites us rather than what divides us and celebrate our shared humanity!

Navigating a Relationship with a Profound Thinker

Finding a connection with a deep-thinking woman can be a challenge, and not every man is
equipped for the journey. Here's why:

1. Inquisitive Nature:
A deep woman delves into the profound. Expect questions that go beyond the surface,

even on the first date. Shallow conversations aren't her thing; she craves depth.

2. Unfiltered Honesty:
Transparency is her forte. Bluntly honest, a deep woman values integrity. If you ask, be

prepared for the unvarnished truth.

3. Decisiveness:
No time for uncertainty. A deep woman knows what and who she wants, quickly discerning

her feelings. Her heart beats for a select few, known immediately.

4. Yearning for Meaningful Connection:
Beyond mere fun, she seeks a genuine relationship. Long conversations, understanding

your past, and adding value to your life define her idea of a connection.

5. Fearless Intimacy:
Intimacy doesn't scare her; it's a beautiful intertwining of depth and connection. She values

closeness and understands that vulnerability is part of the journey.

6. Perceptive Insight:
She sees through facades. Uncomfortable? Perhaps. But she wants you to know she

understands you and encourages authenticity.

7. Craving Consistency:
Consistency is key. Flaky behavior is a turn-off. A deep woman seeks a strong, steady

connection and won't indulge in dating games.

8. Intensity in Emotions:
Brace yourself for intensity. Her emotions and thoughts run deep, making her passionate

and, at times, intimidating.

9. Deep Love or Nothing:
Casual isn't her style. If you can't reciprocate deep love, she'll gracefully detach. No

waiting around for half-hearted commitments.

10. Independence Matters:
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She won't wait for indecision. Strong and passionate, a deep woman values her emotions
too much to waste them on someone who doesn't appreciate her depth. While she seeks a
special love, she isn't afraid to stand on her own.

● Three Type Of Love
First Love:

This initial love blossoms in youth, often dismissed later as mere infatuation. Yet, it was
genuine love, a reflection of what we understood love to be at that time.

Remember, love has varying depths.

Second Love:

This one is the tough teacher. It brings pain, lies, betrayal, and drama. Yet, from this
tumultuous journey, we emerge stronger, wiser. We learn to distinguish between the good
and the bad, becoming more discerning and clear about our desires.

Now, we comprehend the nuances of love.

Third Love:

This love arrives unexpectedly, without warnings. It silently creeps into your life, breaking
down walls effortlessly. You don't seek it; it finds you. This love defies your usual
preferences, yet you're captivated by their eyes daily. Imperfections become beautiful, and
you share everything with them.

You don't try to care; it just happens. You envision a future together, thankful to the universe
for bringing them into your life. This is true love."

Here are 7 powerful lessons from the book Hidden Potential: The Science of Achieving
Greater Things by Adam Grant:

1. The true measure of your potential is not the height of the peak you've reached, but how
far you've climbed to get there.This lesson reminds us that it is more important to focus on
our journey and our progress than on our destination. Success is not about being perfect or
having all the answers. It is about learning from our mistakes and continuing to grow.

2. Progress depends less on how hard you work than how well you learn.This lesson
emphasizes the importance of learning from our experiences and applying what we have
learned to improve our performance. It is not enough to simply work hard. We also need to
be smart about how we work and to focus on the things that will make the biggest difference.
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3. Growth is not about the genius you possess—it's about the character you develop.This
lesson reminds us that our character is just as important as our intelligence in achieving our
goals. To be successful, we need to develop traits such as grit, perseverance, and resilience.

4. The fear of failure is the biggest obstacle to success.This lesson highlights the importance
of overcoming our fear of failure. Failure is a natural part of the learning process. It is how
we grow and improve. We should not be afraid to take risks and to try new things.

5. Rejection is not the end of the world.This lesson teaches us that rejection is a normal part
of life. It does not mean that we are not good enough. It simply means that we need to keep
trying and to find the right opportunity for us.

6. The more "no's" you hear, the closer you are to "yes."This lesson reminds us that the
more rejections we receive, the closer we are to finding the "yes" that we are looking for. We
should not be discouraged by rejection. We should keep trying and never give up on our
dreams.

7. "No" is a gift.This lesson teaches us that rejection can be a good thing.

Distinguishing Love from Infatuation:

Love is genuine, felt deep within, while infatuation is based on assumptions. They're distinct
emotions.

When you truly love someone, your heart beats for them, occupying your thoughts.
Communication becomes essential – calls, texts, chats.

Their well-being becomes your concern, forgiveness comes easily even when hurt. You're
reluctant to share or lose them, finding joy in hearing their name.

Sharing and assisting, even with modest earnings, is a natural inclination. Their pain affects
you deeply.

Infatuation, on the other hand, often centers around physical attention. Once satisfied, they
may display attitude upon the next encounter. Love goes beyond mere words; actions speak
louder.

Sleeping together doesn't equate to love. Love is genuine, truthful, and doesn't feign. It's
discernible, needing no external validation.

Distinguishing Love from Obsession:

Obsession is perilous, potentially lethal. If your partner exhibits excessive obsession, involve
trusted people and seek professional help to prevent harm.

Obsessed individuals easily misconstrue interactions, becoming overprotective to the point
of suffocation. They monitor calls and messages, even resorting to violence.
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Love is built on trust, allowing space for growth. It fosters peace and, if unreciprocated, it's
wise to let go. Forcing love turns you into an obsessed lover; let it grow organically, mutually
agreed upon.

In love, trust prevails; in obsession, control dominates. Choose the path of genuine
connection, not coercion.

HOW TO BE A WISE WOMAN
1. A wise woman has secrets:
You can't be too naked with your love, social or spiritual life and expect dignity. Not everyone
should know what you are going through. Be a self-contained lady.

2. A wise woman has surprises:
There is beauty in a surprise. Don't run around announcing things that are not yet..... It only
destroys their beauty. And when they fail you will suffer unnecessary shame. Be a
self-controlled lady.

3. A wise woman is unpredictable :
People should know there is both yes and no in your mouth. Your moves and words
shouldn't be too obvious. Be a deep lady.

4. A wise woman has meaningful connections :
You can't be a friend to everyone and have focus. You can't be the organiser in every social
activity and be a productive woman. Love all but a close friend of a few!

5. A wise woman does less of a girl talk :
You can't have too much talk and work at the same time. Cheap talks only lead to empty
gossips! A gossiping woman is a shallow woman.

6. A wise woman has time for herself :
You can't understand yourself better until you create time for yourself.
Create time to see your weaknesses and work on them. Have time for self correction lady.

7. A wise woman interacts with God:
You cannot have the highest level of wisdom until you interact with its source. Rare breeds of
women are found here.... at the feet of JESUS.

Give God time ladies!

Dating and courtship represent distinct phases in the journey of two individuals toward a
potential lifelong commitment. Dating involves a relationship where a man and a woman aim
to understand each other better without a concrete agreement on marriage. This lack of
commitment sometimes results in instances where a woman might date a man for years
before a proposal occurs, or where a man might not have proposed despite years of dating.
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The nature of dating allows the involved parties to be considered friends or
boyfriend-girlfriend, and historically, it wasn't as prevalent. However, dating often faced
criticism as it was associated with a higher likelihood of engaging in premarital relations.
Moreover, the secrecy surrounding dating relationships from the knowledge of both families,
especially among Christians, has led to reservations about its encouragement.

In contrast, courtship signifies a premarital relationship where two people have formally
agreed to marry. This involves a proposal from the man, an acceptance from the woman,
and awareness of the relationship by both families, making it a more formal and intentional
phase.

It is crucial to recognize that some individuals mistakenly date with the intention of eventual
marriage, but this approach is discouraged. Dating, with its inherent lack of commitment, can
lead to objectification, preventing a genuine understanding of a person's true character. The
awareness of being studied during dating often results in pretentious acts that may unravel
after marriage, contributing significantly to the breakdown of many marriages today.

Here's a key distinction: during dating, people study each other, while in courtship, they
actively build a foundation for their future together. So, the advice stands: opt for courtship
over dating to foster a deeper, more intentional connection that goes beyond surface-level
understanding.

In the realm of relationships, it's crucial to tread carefully. Many lament the prevalence of
relationship abuse and infidelity. My advice is straightforward: refrain from being a cheating
individual, as you're not just playing a game—you're losing out on the richness of life. While
you might deceive some men or women, remember that you can't deceive your Creator. The
principle of reaping what you sow holds true, urging you to cultivate qualities of honesty,
loyalty, and faithfulness to just one person. Money and sex, though often coveted, do not
encompass everything; true fulfillment lies in genuine commitment.

Now, let me unravel a profound truth about relationships. If life can take away someone you
never imagined losing, trust that God has the power to replace them with someone you
never dreamed of having. The conclusion of one chapter in your life doesn't signify an end
but rather the commencement of a better one. This new chapter might be filled with tears of
joy, replacing the tears of pain you've endured.

Believe this: there exists someone out there who believes in the same kind of love that you
do. This person doesn't require numerous chances to get it right; instead, they want to
demonstrate a myriad of ways in which everyone else got it wrong. Individuals with such
depth of character still exist.

Dear friend, take solace in the words, "Behold, I am the LORD, the God of all flesh: is there
anything too hard for me." Even in moments of despair, don't lose hope. The promise is that
God will remember you again, and a bright future, marked by marriage, awaits you. Embrace
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the assurance that it is well, and believe in the impending joy that is set to unfold in your life.
Amen.

A woman once questioned me about the type of man she should love in today's complex
dating landscape. It's undeniably challenging for women to place trust in men these days,
given the prevalent deceit and exploitation. Yet, I encourage you not to lose heart, for you
are not alone in navigating this path; rather, view it as an opportunity for personal growth.

While material possessions may not be the key, my advice is to seek a partner who
genuinely loves you. Look for someone who never diminishes your worth, even in the midst
of disagreements. Seek a companion who is tender with you but doesn't treat you as if
you're fragile. This person should recognize your capabilities and celebrate the unique facets
of your being, without feeling threatened by your strength. A person who can point out your
flaws without imposing guilt—remember, love shouldn't be punitive.

It's essential to find someone patient, forgiving, and readily apologetic. Choose a partner
who practices forgiveness liberally and exhibits humility, kindness, and empathy not only
toward you but also toward strangers. Common courtesy, compassion, and kindness should
be inherent qualities.

Lastly, keep in mind the ultimate authority in your life. If it's Jesus, trust that the Almighty God
will provide you with someone who makes you feel secure and worry-free. This person will
become your sanctuary, offering a sense of home no matter where you are in the world.
Regardless of your age or past disappointments, there's good news – God will guide you to
the right person. Place your trust in Him!

RELATIONSHIP & VALUE
No relationship thrives for free. There must be something you're contributing, a problem
you're solving, a need you're supplying, a value you're giving out. Love is not what makes it
work. Your ability to stay relevant and useful to your partner makes it work. I advice you to
first equip yourself because nobody values someone who has nothing to offer, no matter the
love.

A lot of girls complain that their guys walk away from them simply because they refused
giving them sex...
Some have even turned into sex toy just to keep their man....
Let me be very blunt here....
Sex might not be the reasons these guys walk away..

Remove sex from a Relationship, most girls don't have anything else to offer to their man!
No extra oil at all!!!
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And the EXTRA OIL here is CHARACTER
Most girls do not have this EXTRA OIL to sustain their relationship..
While many brag about self worth and some virginity they have threw to the dogs even
before they develop breast...
Aside SEX what can you offer to a man...Can you support him SPIRITUALLY, PHYSICALLY,
and MENTALLY.

All you do is demand for money for Bags, Shoes, Clothes and Outing. Making him spend
unnecessarily.....
What are you even bringing to the table?
Have you ever sat him down and help him plan his future?
Has he ever seen you as someone he can confide in?
Finally Try to be a woman that a man Will always regret losing for the rest of his life.
Be a woman that your man can never afford to lose for another man.
Build your man to your taste and stop looking for already made husband when you are not
already made wife....it is well, God will help you, received the Grace,Your marriage is rolling
fast. May you marry someone who will make you fall in love with God every single day in the
name of Jesus Christ...

LETTER TO EVERY WOMAN

Dear Woman,

Not every man is a husband material.
Some are friend-zone materials.
Some are boyfriend materials.
Some are sex mate materials.
Some are baby-papa materials.
Some are husband materials.
Some are father materials.

Marry a Man that is a Brother, Husband and Father. Some of you, get into marriage with men
who have no business being married. Marriage is not for everybody. Some men are not
wired to function in matrimony. Don't allow marriage desperation or societal pressure to push
you into the arms of a man who is not ready or suited for matrimony. Look around you, most
men get married just for the status. Those are the men that marry wives and keep for their
mothers and fathers to look after. I have seen men who married wives and travelled out of
the country for 5, 6 and even 7 years without coming home to see their wives. I mean what is
that?

You shouldn't be theoretically married. Marriage must be practical. Some men are very
selfish. Take this from me, a selfish man can never be a good husband. Matrimony thrives
on mutualism. It is a give-and-take situation.

Don't marry a man because you are pregnant for him.
Don't marry him because he deflowered you.
Don't marry him because you are unemployed.
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Don't marry him because you've dated him for long.
Don't marry him because you invested in him financially.

Marry him because you believe he is worthy of being called your Husband and the father of
your unborn kids. There are men everywhere but Husbands are scarce. I pray for you who
are yet to be married: you will not experience marriage bondage. And for those who feel
you've made a mistake, retrace your steps, and re-dedicate your marriage to God. God is
faithful and ready to help you, He will help you out in Jesus' name!

THE POWER OF NO: Building Authentic Connections

Saying no doesn't make you a bad person. Set boundaries and prioritize your own needs.
People who care about your relationship won't take it personally when you can't help them.

Remember that you can only give as much as you have. Don't overdo to prove yourself to
anyone because these same people will paint you as the villain when you fail to help them
once, forgetting all the other times you did.

If you're hesitant to say no to someone because you think it might ruin your relationship, it's
possible that they're only interested in you for their own benefit.

In that case, it's not your loss if they decide to cut you off.
Happy End of The Month

BE CAREFUL OF THOSE YOU CALL FRIENDS

Samson's parents knew the secret of Samson's strength since his birth, yet they told no one
(Judges 13:5).

The day Delilah heard of it, she told Samson's enemies and brought Samson down to his
knees, they even plucked out his eyes and enslaved him. (Judges 16:17,18)

THREE LESSONS:

1. Everyone qualifies for your love, but not all the people you love qualify to know the secrets
of your life! Because, some cannot handle it, and others cannot wait to trade your secret for
personal gain!

2. The enemy that will destroy you, will not come with a sword but with a smile!

3. Learning to keep your friends' secrets is not only about trust, but destinies are at stake.
Nothing can be more dangerous and painful than to share your secrets with your enemy
thinking they are your friends!
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THREE CATEGORIES OF FRIENDS;

a.) Confidants - They will walk with you no matter how hard it gets. You need to be grateful if
you have one

b.) Associates - They team up with you to achieve a common goal.....most of the time they
compete for the same prize/goals with you! Be very careful with these kind, they may push
you down in order to win the prize

c.) Comrades - They team up with you just to fight a common enemy. They will be gone once
the enemy is defeated.....you should not be worried when they leave, they were there for a
season.

10 Dark Truths that will Make You Stronger.

1. Nobody cares about you, your plans, your goals, or your little dramas. So, stop pretending
they do, or getting upset when they don't. Do the good things you have to do for your
benefits.

2. When it comes to reaching your goals, discipline is more important than motivation. If you
don't have discipline, you will never be committed to anything.

3. You are the only person capable of changing your life; no one can do that for you and no
amount of excuses can do it for you. The easiest way to change yourself is to change the
things you do each day.

4. The biggest threat to your progression in life isn't something or someone around you. It is
you.

5. The key to a successful life lies not in what you know, but in what you do with what you
know.

6. Failure is just a steppingstone on the road to success.

7. You can't change the past, but you can still d£stroy your future if you repeat the mistakes.

8. Success is not about what you accomplish, it's about who you become in the process.

9. Your comfort zone is a barren place. Nothing ever grows there.

10. Anything in life worth achieving will not be easy to get. Stop believing otherwise. If it was
easy, everyone would get what they wanted. Most people give up on their goals when things
become too difficult. Don’t be like them.
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Never Do These 8 Things in Life.

1. Never play with someone's feelings just for your happiness. You may win the game, but
the risk is that you will surely lose the person for a lifetime.

2. Never stop to make yourself better. No matter what you know, the minute you stop
building yourself, you begin to deteriorate.

3. Never think that you are not good enough. In life, people will take you for what or how you
present yourself.

4. Never lose hope in life. To hope, is to breathe life, to free your mind from fear and
pessimism and fill it with optimism and positive thinking. So, no matter how difficult your life
gets, never deprive yourself of hope.

5. Never lose your self-respect. Self-respect is a form of self-care.

6. Never beg for opportunities. Snatch them. When you beg for opportunities (including
jobs), you will be seen as inexperienced and of low value. It is much better to have
confidence in the value you have to offer than to beg.

7. Never take anyone or anything in life for granted. Taking things for granted is considered
irresponsible, even damaging. Taking your spouse for granted is a surefire way to make
them feel unloved. Taking your income for granted can put you at financial risk if you lose
your job. Taking your health for granted can lead you to take poor care of yourself.

8. Even if the world takes advantage of you, never let the good in you d!e.

TAKE OWNERSHIP OF LIFE’S CHALLENGES: Find Your Way Forward

Sometimes bad things happen because we make bad decisions. It’s not bad luck and it’s not
always life being against us, sometimes it’s just our lack of wisdom or being in the wrong
environment around the wrong people that can complicate things.

Friend, you know exactly what you need to do to fix certain things in your life. You know what
to do to get peace. You know what to do to heal yourself. And it doesn’t matter what life
throws at you; don’t sit there wonder why you. Find your way out.

Instead of asking questions like “why is life so unfair towards me?", you could ask "what are
some things I can do to improve my situation?" or "what are some ways I can cope with
difficult circumstances?"
Because sitting there and wondering why you, won’t help you feel better.

Life is like a wild ride, full of ups and downs, obstacles, and challenges. Remember, my
friend, you're not a victim. Difficult days don't mean you're being punished. It's just a rough
patch, and bad seasons do pass. Keep your head up!
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THE POWER OF GRATITUDE: Count Your Blessings!

If you're feeling like there isn't much to be grateful for in your life, here's a list of things you
can find gratitude in:

1- The breathe of life

2- Good health and the ability to use your sight and limbs to perform daily tasks.

3- The wonderful people in your life that love and care about you. Their support and
kindness.

4- Basic necessities such as clean water, access to food, and a shelter (place to sleep)

5- A source of income/ access to an education.

6- The beauty of nature (animals/pets)

7- The little things and moments in your life that bring you joy and laughter.

8- Your gifts and talents

9- Living in a safe place/ country

10- Happy memories from past years.

See friend? If you can find something to be grateful for everyday, you’ll feel better about
yourself and your life.

To achieve greatness in life, it's essential to grasp this insight:

Understanding and aligning with God's timing is crucial because He operates within specific
timing. Just as 1 Chronicles 12:32 reveals, the sons of Issachar had a profound
understanding of the times; they recognized when it was the right moment to anoint David as
King.

As a child of God, it's vital not to navigate blindly but with clarity, so you can discern God's
timing for your life. When you walk in sync with His timing, your actions are purposeful and
aligned with His will.

This means that when God signals that tomorrow is a day for prayer, you immerse yourself
in prayer, emerging victorious. Similarly, if God designates seven days for fasting, you enter
into fasting, reaping triumph.
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Not comprehending God's timing can be perilous. You might embark on a fast not called for
by God, leading to unintended hardship. Without awareness of His timing, you might miss
when it's time to marry or start a family.

Many of the predicaments we encounter stem from missing God's timing, opting for our
schedules instead. Proverbs 19:21 emphasizes, "Many are the plans in a man's heart, but it
is the Lord's purpose that prevails."

Jesus, too, comprehended God's timing, motivating Him to nurture His spirituality and
anointing without restraint. Hallelujah!

In closing, I pray that in this new era, your destined helper finds you. In Jesus' Mighty Name.

YOU ARE DOING GREAT: Navigating Through This Beautiful Chaos Of Life!

It's totally okay to experience moments of uncertainty, regardless of where you are in life.
Our perspectives and desires naturally evolve as we grow and learn. Fear of making the
wrong choices is natural, especially when you're young and still figuring things out.

When you're feeling overwhelmed and unsure about which path to take, always remember to
show kindness to yourself. Life has a way of surprising us, and opportunities for positive
change can come at any time.

Remember, it's okay to be human; Making mistakes is a natural part of the human
experience, and it's through those mistakes that we learn and grow. So embrace the journey
of self-discovery. Give yourself permission to explore, grow, and embrace the changes that
come along the way.

Be kind, patient, and respectful towards yourself. Give yourself the love and care you
deserve. Keep doing your best in everything you do, and trust that life/fate will take care of
the rest. Embrace the journey and believe in yourself! You've got this!

You're doing great!

Three Categories of Individuals You Encounter in Life: by The Love Doctor Ken

Throughout your journey in breaking through life's challenges, you will come across three
distinct groups of people. Consider the following:

1. THOSE YOU MEET FOR A SEASON
These individuals enter your life during specific seasons or phases for a defined purpose.
Once their role is fulfilled, they naturally move on. It's unwise to try to make these seasonal
connections permanent, as doing so may complicate your life. Discern these seasonal
individuals, and avoid forging enduring bonds with them to prevent unnecessary heartache.

2. THOSE YOU MEET FOR A REASON
Some people cross your path with a specific purpose to fulfill in your life. They are focused
on a particular aspect of your life that intrigues them while ignoring others. When you
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recognize that they are present for a distinct reason, respect their role and make the most of
the opportunity if it aligns with your interests.

3. THOSE YOU MEET FOR A LESSON
Life is a continuous learning experience, and people often serve as your teachers, imparting
both positive and negative lessons. Embrace these lessons and use them to shape your
experiences. Avoid allowing individuals who teach you detrimental lessons to dominate your
life. Learn from these experiences and carry the blessings forward.

I prophesy that God will send the right individuals to assist you in overcoming life's
challenges, whether in season or out of season. In Jesus' name, amen."

DO YOU FEEL IT TOO ? : Humans Vs Evil

When I was younger, I used to believe that the world would one day eventually become a
utopia where humans would live in harmony and there would be more equality.

As I grow older, I have come to realize that the idea of a utopia is just wishful thinking. This is
not to sound negative, but the world is not going to get any better because of human nature.
The thirst for power, greed, and the lack of love and empathy are inherent in human nature.

The presence of evil in the world is not a new phenomenon, and history has shown that
there have been worse things that have occurred in the past. And while society has made
progress in certain laws and regulations, the inherent nature of humans, such as the thirst
for power, greed, and the lack of love and empathy, prevents the world from becoming a
utopia. It leaves me to believe that the presence of evil in the world is actually a spiritual
battle.

It is not a matter of humans vs humans, but rather humans versus evil energy. Anything that
does not promote love and peace is considered low vibrational and therefore evil.

The suffering of people around the world is not due to a lack of resources or money to
harmonize inequality and promote peace, but rather due to human nature. Humans are
choosing to feed off greed and power, which is causing harm to everyone.

The world will never become a utopia, but we can fight negative energy every day by
spreading and promoting love. Love is a powerful weapon that can help us overcome the
negative aspects of human nature.

BREAK FREE FROM THE CHAINS OF THE PAST: Embrace Hope and New Beginnings

Have you ever had a thought or feeling that you expressed to someone, only to realize that
they had been feeling the exact same way but chose not to be vocal about it?

Nothing that happens to you is new under the sun. You are not alone in your feelings.
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If you're facing challenges, try reading stories of people who have faced similar situations.
Read about how their lives turned out. Read happy endings.

And remind yourself that just because you’re experiencing and have experienced many
setbacks, heartbreaks and failures in the past, doesn’t mean that your life will always be this
way.

I’ve met people who fear being happy, because every time they were in the past, something
bad happened. It's really heartbreaking when people associate happiness with fear. It's a
sad way to live.

Friend, don’t set barriers in your head, don’t limit yourself. No matter how painful and
complicated a situation is, force yourself to believe that better times are coming ahead.

A narcissist husband or wife was raised by a hostile and unloved parent. No argument.

It's solely the responsibility of parents to make things right. Take Note

As an adult, you should also make things right, make yourself available for correction and
mentorship, if not we will continue raising generation of nuisance and narcissist sons and
daughters to their spouse.

Everything goes back to family background and it should be addressed from the root.

A narcissist woman is raised by hostile and unloved father. A narcissist man is raised by
hostile and unloved mother.

Have you seen how we either contribute to the societal and marital problem or solution.

You're inexcusable!!!

Piece of advice

Marry right. Protect your marriage. Love and respect your spouse. Love your kids.

My friend would say, "I peck my two boys everyday. Whenever I come close to them, they
already know what I am going to do. They enjoy it. They always position themselves to
receive love, cuddle and reassurance of my love for them."

EMBRACE YOUR VIBRANT HUES: Rise Beyond Peoples Limited Perspectives.

Following people through hell is not love. Sticking by their side while they drag you through
years of embarrassment and pain that makes you question your worth is not love.
Abandoning your dignity and self respect to keep the peace is not love.

Please unlearn these!
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Love and suffering should never go hand in hand. It's heartbreaking to see people suffer in
the name of love, whether it's romantic or platonic.

Love should always bring joy and upliftment, not pain. Love doesn't hurt or destroy people.
It's the absence of love that does.

In English they say, "Their opinions don't define you." But in the poetic realm, we express it
as: "Just because they are colourblind, that doesn't make you any less colourful."

Friend, go where you’re loved. Surround yourself with people who uplift and cherish you.
Stay away from anyone who brings negativity and makes you feel less.

Challenges You Must Overcome to Find Inner Peace

Rest is a precious gift, but it's not always easy to attain (Matthew 11:28). Take heed of the
following battles:

1. THE STRUGGLE AGAINST GOSSIPERS
Gossip can disturb your peace by bringing unsettling news and unnecessary anxiety.
Gossipers often deliver information about your enemies to unsettle you. Avoid giving them
your attention, as they can distort facts and create unnecessary stress. If you seek true rest,
shut your ears to gossip.

2. COMBATING LAZINESS
Failure to work diligently in your youth will burden your later years with hard work. God
worked for six days and rested on the seventh. Laziness is an enemy of rest, and God
doesn't endorse it. Address laziness before it becomes a hindrance.

3. ESCAPING UNNECESSARY COMPETITION
Comparing your life to others and competing needlessly will only lead to unrest. Life is
personal, so refrain from copying others in an attempt to compete.

4. OVERCOMING GREED
Greed is a relentless enemy of inner peace. It prevents contentment and makes you feel
unsatisfied. Remember that godliness with contentment is a great gain. Avoid accumulating
wealth without assimilating it and practice gratitude, not greed.

5. FIGHTING SICKNESS
Sickness disrupts your peace, so prioritize a healthy lifestyle to avoid frequent hospital visits.

6. CHOOSING THE RIGHT ASSOCIATION
Your friends can significantly impact your life. To find rest, choose your friends wisely rather
than letting them choose you.
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I prophesy that you will enter a season of profound rest and receive unwavering victory. In
Jesus' name, amen."

RELATIONSHIP THAT MUST WORK

Love is ageless, any love that fades is not real, any love that dwindles is not strong..
Don't be deceived, be calm but smart to know who is dating you..
If you refused to face reality; you end up in dead relationship.

WHEN YOU'RE READY TO MAKE IT WORK:
1. First, you must realize that one person doesn't keep relationship, is a collective effort in
communication, attention, care and aspirations.

2. The most welcome response to LOVE is Reciprocation.
If you can't reciprocate that feeling, love, attention, time, passion, you will eliminate "Value"
and "happiness" in your relationship.

3. Say what you want in a relationship; procrastination, won't make it work..
Time is to expensive in love.

4. Relationship is a stickler, love is the doctor, happiness is its drugs.

If your love is fake it won't work..
5. Making relationship work entails self control and discipline.

Without it, you're dating for fun..
6. Remove "Trust" from any relationship, you're making monkery of yourselves.

To make it work, you MUST trust your partner.
7. Learn to admit your fault and shut up when your right. Relationship is not a law Court.

8. Don't say you won't talk about it. No! Learn to listen and hear him/her out. Is a place of
correction not condemnation.

9. There is nothing more destructive in a relationship than selfishness. Change the language
from " I" to " We".

10. Don't date for merriment; date for marriage.
It will guide and guard your intention to your destination.

11. Is good to talk about marriage in your relationship, but don't promise when you're not
ready.

12. If your Ex is still in the picture, you won't move forward, let your present have your
attention.
Look beyond what you can gain and focus on how to make it work for marriage...

Love costs a whole lot and that's why you need to be informed, equipped and ready for it.
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Are you telling me Love doesn't cost a thing when Love cost Jesus his life?
Oh noooooo...
I will tell you what love can cost.
I. Love is going to cost you maturity.
2. Sacrifice and commitment.
3. It is going to cost you, your precious TIME.
And wait, what makes you think time isn't expensive?
If you could turn your whole time into money, you'd be surprised at How people would come
begging you for more.
Time is expensive.
The best gift you can ever give to a partner is your time.
4. LOVE is going to cost you a whole lot of ATTENTION..If you put the attention you give to
a partner into a writing skill, you'd sure get a movie script with a nice Synopsis that can be
nominated in the OSCAR AWARDS.
When people say it cost you nothing to love, tell them it's a lie.
In fact, loving the wrong person could cause you your Life and life itself is too precious to be
wasted.

CHOOSING A LIFE PARTNER

When it comes to making the decision about choosing a life partner, no one wants to make a
mistake. Yet, with a divorce rate of close to 50 percent, it appears that many are making
serious mistakes in their approach to finding Mr/Mrs Right!
If you ask most couples who are engaged why they're getting married,they'll say: "We're in
love."! I believe this is the number one mistake people make when they date.
Choosing a life partner should never be based on love (alone). Though this may sound not
politically correct,there's a profound truth here.
Love (alone) is not the basis for getting
married. Rather, love is the result of a good marriage. When the other ingredients are right,
then the love will come. Let me say it again: You can't build a lifetime relationship on love
alone.if so i dont think there wil problems with our marriage,because u can agree with me
that 90% of us married for love,then why do 60% of them stil have serious problems?. You
need a lot more...which include the following:

1.Did he/she really care about you?
2.Do we really share a common purpose in life??
3.Is he/she truely your best friend??
Your home can only be the best when both of you are best friends and not only lover,,
For if he or she is not your soulmate, then your hearts will always be faraway from each
other.

Never use someone to forget someone else. All you would bring into such new person's life
is nothing but torture, pain, deprivation and comparison, thereby making them pay and suffer
for what they know nothing of.
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If you have to forget someone, do so peacefully and within you before starting something
new with someone else. So many of you have made this mistake of moving on with
someone else inorder to forget someone you still very much love. This is not just so wrong
but completely Bad.

How to Attract a Respectable Partner:

1. Extend a greeting to those older than you, as it shows respect and approachability.

2. Avoid arrogance and pride, focusing on humility rather than family wealth.

3. Maintain an approachable, sociable, and cheerful demeanor.

4. Emphasize neat and attractive dressing without being overly revealing.

5. Reject overly revealing attire, as it may attract the wrong kind of attention.

6. Cultivate good character and kindness.

7. Avoid being a constant complainer or nag.

8. Show kindness and generosity to all.

9. Strive to be virtuous, not notorious.

10. Embrace prayerfulness, as many appreciate a spiritually-minded partner.

Thank you for your time.

24 Marriage Advice For Young COUPLES

1. Choose to love each other even in those moments when you struggle to like each other.
Love is a commitment, not a feeling.

2. Always answer the phone when your husband/wife is calling and when possible, try to
keep your phone off when you’re together with your spouse.

3. Make time together a priority. Budget for a consistent date night. Time is the “currency of
relationships” so consistently invest time into your marriage.

4. Surround yourself with friends who will strengthen your marriage and remove yourself
from people who may tempt you to compromise your character.

5. Make laughter the soundtrack of your marriage. Share moments of joy, and even in the
hard times, find reasons to laugh.
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6. In every argument, remember that there won’t be a “winner” and a “loser.” You are
partners in everything so you’ll either win together or lose together. Work together to find a
solution.

7. Remember that a strong marriage rarely has two strong people at the same time. It’s
usually a husband and wife taking turns being strong for each other in the moments when
the other feels weak.Prioritize what happens in the bedroom. It takes more than sex to build
a strong marriage, but it’s nearly impossible to build a strong marriage without it!

8. Remember that marriage isn’t 50-50, divorce is 50-50. Marriage has to be 100-100. It’s
not splitting everything in half, but both partners giving everything they’ve got!

9. Give your best to each other, not your leftovers after you’ve given your best to everyone
else.

10. Learn from other people, but don’t feel the need to compare your life or your marriage to
anyone else’s. God’s plan for your life is masterfully unique!

11. Don’t put your marriage on hold while you’re raising your kids or else you’ll end up with
an empty nest and an empty marriage.

12. Never keep secrets from each other. Secrecy is the enemy of intimacy.

13. Never lie to each other. Lies break trust and trust is the foundation of a strong marriage.

14. When you’ve made a mistake, admit it and humbly seek forgiveness. You should be
quick to say, “I was wrong. I’m sorry. Please forgive me.”

15. When your husband/wife breaks your trust, give them your forgiveness instantly which
will promote healing and create the opportunity for trust to be rebuilt. You should be quick to
say, “I love you. I forgive you. Let’s move forward.”

16. Be patient with each other. Your spouse is always more important that your schedule.

17. Model the kind of marriage that will make your sons want to grow up to be good
husbands and your daughters want to grow up to be good wives.

18. Learn from other people, but don’t feel the need to compare your life or your marriage to
anyone Else. God’s plan for your life is masterfully unique!

19. Never talk badly about your spouse to other people or vent about them online. Protect
your spouse at all times and in all places.

20. Always wear your wedding ring. It will remind you that you’re always connected to your
spouse and it will remind the rest of the world that you’re off limits!

21. Connect into a community of faith. A good church can make a world of difference in your
marriage and family.
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22. Pray together. Every marriage is stronger with God in the middle of it.

23. When you have to choose between saying nothing or saying something mean to your
spouse, say nothing every time!

24. Never consider divorce as an option. Remember that a “perfect marriage” is just two
imperfect people who refuse to give up on each other.


